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The problem of this study was to assess the effect

of an undergraduate social foundations of education course

on selected student attitudes, values, and beliefs. The

study sought to determine the contribution of a social

foundations of education course to a student's demonstration

of democratic attitudes as defined by a Likert scale, as
I

well as more specific attitudes dealing with democratic

procedural agreements, general statements on freedom of

speech, specific applications of free speech, political

equality, social and ethnic equality, and economic equality.

The study examined the contribution of social foun-

dations to the congruence of i choices made by students with
i

regard to general statements i on freedom of speech and more

specific statements through comparison of correlation



coefficients. The study also investigated the course's

contribution to the integration or logical organization

of the student's belief system by comparing changes in

i

correlations of rankings of freedom and equality.
1

Finally, the study explored the contribution of

social foundations of education to the student's demonstra-

tion of rational, scientific beliefs, experimentalist edu-

cational practices, and dogmatism. Influences by age, sex,

social class, and university, grade point average were ex-

plored.

Pretesting and posttesting of intact experimental

and control groups were donei with instruments designed to

measure dependent variables.! The study was designated

quasi-experimental because neither subjects nor treatment

i

were randomly assigned. Thej experimental group consisted
i

of 151 students in five different sections of undergraduate

social foundations of education. The control group con-

sisted of 84 students in six different sections of under-

graduate human development and learning. Data were col-

I

lected during the summer quarter of 1974 at the University

of South Florida in Tampa and St. Petersburg, Florida.

Statistical analysis! was done using the stepwise

multiple regression technique with group membership and

time of testing dummy coded as independent variables.

Fisher's transformation to Z was used to compare the sig-

nificance of differences between coefficients of correlation.

The level of confidence used was p < .05.



Neither group membership nor time of testing were

significant except in the comparison of rankings of free-

dom and equality. This woul'd suggest that further research

be undertaken to investigate the possible impact of social

foundations of education on jattitudes about specific edu-
j

cational issues, the processes of attitude formation, and

the significance of variation in methods used in such

courses

.

The results of this study indicated:

1. That students who have had an undergraduate social foun-

dations of education course appear to have a greater

understanding of the relationship between freedom and

equality than students who have not had such a course.

2. A direct relationship between university grade point

average and democratic attitudes.

3. An inverse relationship between university grade point

average and support for economic equality.

4. An inverse relationship between social class and support

for economic equality.

5. An inverse relationship between age and economic equality,

6. A direct relationship between age and social and ethnic

equality.

7. A direct relationship between university grade point

average and dogmatism.

8. A direct relationship between maleness and dogmatism.

9. A direct relationship between social class and rational,,

scientific beliefs.



10. A direct relationship between maleness and rational,

scientific beliefs.

11. A direct relationship between university grade point

average and experimentalist educational practices.

^/
x Chairman ^



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The general problem addressed by this study is

the assessment of social foundations of education. Other

studies have approached this problem in a variety of ways.

Examples are Conant's impressionistic survey of teacher

education (1963), Martin's historical study (1968) and

Clarke's study of textbook content (1968). While these

studies may or may not provide sound evidence and reasonable

conclusions about teacher education and social foundations

of education, this study attempts to do so through examina-

tion of the impact of a social foundations of education course

on its students. More specifically, this is done by develop-

ing empirical evidence from actual course operation. There-

fore, the purpose of this research is to assess the effect

of an undergraduate social foundations of education course

on selected student attitudes,! values and beliefs.
j

The study uses instruments which measure changes in

attitudes, values and beliefs [through pretesting and post-

testing students in various sections of social foundations



courses. A control group of s|imilar students is used to

assess the significance of changes demonstrated by social

foundations students. The study could be described as a

j

pretest posttest experimental control group design. Since

intact groups were used and neither subjects nor treatment

were randomly assigned, the study has been designated quasi-

experimental to indicate that

experiment as defined by Campb'

The social foundations

it does not constitute a true

)ell and Stanley (1963)

.

of education course under

study is regularly taught at the University of South Florida.

It is required of all students receiving an undergraduate

degree from the College of Education and may be taken by

those students who wish to be Jcertified as public school

teachers by the state of Florida.
,

. i . :

I

The study will determine the contribution of the social

foundations of education course to a student's demonstration

of democratic attitudes as defined by a general scale of such

attitudes. This scale is subdivided into several components

which allow the examination of the student's acceptance of

the procedural agreements of democracy, general statements

on freedom of speech, specific applications of free speech

and procedural rights, political equality, social and ethnic

equality, and economic equality. Investigation of social

foundations' influence on democratic attitudes is thought to

be legitimate since it is said that such study ought to



provide professional educators with a sense of purpose or

vision (Sherman, 1974) . Also, social foundations is said

to have an emphasis on educational decision making (Derr,

1965) and policy study (Raywid, 1972) . Such an emphasis

necessarily involves the question of what should or should

not be which, in turn, is affected by knowledge of and

response to such major cultural universals as the democratic

ideal.

The study examines the' contribution of the course

to the congruence of choices m|ade by students with regard

to general statements on freedom of speech and more specific

statements. This is done by comparing the correlation of

scores on the pertinent subscdles noted above. Also, the

study compares the change in correlation of rankings of free-

dom and equality as a result of having had social foundations

study. The purpose of this is to investigate the course's

contribution to the integratiojn or logical organization of

the student's value system. Stanley (1968), Raywid (1972),

and Broudy (1972) have argued that foundations study may

make such a contribution.

In addition to the above, the study examines the

contribution of social foundations of education to the

student's acceptance of experimentalist beliefs and educa-

tional practices. It is assumed that this provides a valid

i

indication of a critical, rational scientific predisposition
I

in the student. Finally, the istudy explores the contribution



of the course to the extent that a student's belief system

may be open to change.
j

Influence by age, sex,j social class and university

grade point average on the above matters is also explored.

i
I

Significance ofj the Study

The results of this study should provide empirical
!

!

evidence regarding the extent jto which an undergraduate

social foundations of education course accomplishes a portion

of its purposes. This study examines the influence of actual

course operation on enrolled students. It is hoped that

such evidence will provide a basis for evaluating social

foundations in addition to past studies which have relied

on text materials, course descriptions, historical data or

normative essay.

This evidence should prove helpful in judging claims

made by various critics regarding the desirability of such

courses.

Finally, this study should be helpful to those who

are responsible for teaching ajnd improving social foundations

of education courses.

Hypotheses

1. Neither group membership nor time of testing are

significant predictors of scores on the Scale of Democratic

Attitudes

.



2. Neither group membership nor time of testing

are significant predictors of scores on the subscale of

Procedural Agreements of Democracy.

3. Neither group membership nor time of testing

are significant predictors of

General Statements on Freedom

scores on the subscale of

of Speech.

scores on the subscale of

ership nor time of testing

scores on the subscale of

4. Neither group membership nor time of testing

are significant predictors of scores :on the subscale of

Specific Application of Freedom of Speech and Procedural

Rights.

5. Neither group membership nor time of testing

are significant predictors of

Political Equality.

6. Neither group membe

are significant predictors of

Social and Ethnic Equality.

7. Neither group membership nor time of testing

are significant predictors of 'scores on the subscale of

Economic Equality.

8

.

Neither group memb^ership nor time of testing

are significant predictors of iscores on the Dogmatism
i

Scale.

9. Neither group membership nor time of testing

are significant predictors of scores on the Personal Beliefs

Inventory.



10. Neither group membership nor time of testing

are significant predictors of scores on the Teacher Practices

Inventory.

11. There is no significant difference in the

change in the correlation of scores on the subscale of

General Statements on Freedom iaf Speech and the subscale

of Specific Application of Freedom of Speech and Procedural

Rights between the control group and the experimental group.

12. There is no significant difference in the
]

change in the correlation of the ranking of Freedom and

the ranking of Equality on the, Value Ranking Test between

the control group and the experimental group.

13. Hypotheses one through ten will be tested

to determine the effect of age>, sex, grade point average

and social class.

Limitations

Data for this study were gathered during the fourth'

academic quarter of 1974 at the University of South Florida

in Tampa and St. Petersburg, Florida. The study was limited

to undergraduate sections of social foundations of educa-

tion. Generalizations resulting from the study will be

limited by these factors.



Definition of Terms

1. Social Foundations! of Education Course : An

upper level undergraduate course for four quarter hours

credit regularly offered at the University of South

Florida. This course is defined by the university as the

study of the "social, economic, and political context

within which schools function and the values which pro-

vide direction for our schools; the culture as a motivat-

ing influence in instruction" :(University of South Florida,

1973, p. 151). Further, the word course is defined to in-

clude the effect of a particular instructor and curriculum

materials.

2. Attitude : "a relatively enduring organization

of interrelated beliefs that describe, evaluate, and ad-

vocate action with respect to an object or situation, with

each belief having cognitive, affective, and behavioral

components" (Rokeach, 1968, p. 132).

3. Belief ; "a predisposition that, when suitably

activated, results in some preferential response toward

the attitude object or situation, or toward others who

take a position with respect to the attitude object or

situation, or toward the maintenance or preservation of

the attitude itself" (Rokeach, 1968, p. 132)

.

4. Value: "a type of belief, centrally located

within one's total belief system, about how one ought or



ought not to behave, or about some end-state of existence

worth or not worth attaining. Values are thus abstract

ideals, positive or negative, not tied to any specific

attitude object or situation, representing a person's be-

liefs about ideal modes of conduct and ideal terminal goals"

(Rokeach, 1968, p. 124).

5. Democratic Attitudes ; Defined by agreement or

disagreement to specif ic statements on. a Likert-type atti-

tude scale (Oppenheim, 1966, pp. 133-42)

.

6. Procedural Agreements of Democracy ; A subscale

of a Likert-type scale on democratic attitudes.

7

.

General Statements on Freedom of Speech ; A sub-

scale of a Likert-type scale on democratic attitudes.

8

.

Specific Application of Free Speech and Proce -

dural Rights ; A subscale of a Likert-type scale on demo-

cratic attitudes.
i

9. Political Equality ; A subscale of a Likert-

type scale on democratic attitudes.

10. Social and Ethnic Equality ; A subscale of a

Likert-type scale on democratic attitudes.

11. Economic Equality ; A subscale of a Likert-type

scale on democratic attitudes.;

12. Experimental Belie'fs : Defined by Bob Burton
i

Brown's Personal Beliefs Inventory (1968, p. 82).



13. Experimentalist Educational Practices ; Defined

by Bob Burton Brown's Teacher Practices Inventory (1968,

p. 87).

14. Openness to Change of Belief System : Defined

by Milton Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale (1960).



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

During the past decade there has been considerable

discussion concerning the nature and functioning of the

field of study known as social foundations of education.

Indeed, this might be expected in^ a field which has so

recently developed. Historical development of the field

has been described by Quillen (1965) , Martin (1968) , and

Clarke (1968). This discussion has not only included pro-

fessionals working in the field, but prestigious outsiders

such as James Bryant Conant (1963) as well. Although R.

Freeman Butts has recently judged the discussion to be "a

heartening sign of vitality and pertinence" (1973, p. 27),

much of it has addressed alleged fatal weaknesses.

The Critics

,
Some of the harshest criticism of foundations

courses in general can be found in Conant ' s impressionistic

survey of teacher preparation institutions done in the

early 1960 's. Conant criticizes not only the courses,

but the professors as well:
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Those in charge of the foundations courses
often attempt to patch together scraps of
history, philosophy, political theory, soci-
ology, and pedagogical ideology. The pro-
fessors are frequently not well trained in
any one of the parent disciplines; certainly
very few have such mastery of all the disci-
plines as to be able to talk about them except
at the most superficial level .... In
general, however, I would advise the elimina-
tion of such eclectic courses, for not only
are they usually worthless, but they give
education departments a bad name. I have
rarely talked with students or school teachers
who had good words to say for an eclectic
foundations course. Perhaps the kindest word
used to describe most of these courses was
"pathetic." (p. 127),

j

Conant's sweeping condemnation urges the elimination of

these worthless and pathetic eclectic scraps which are

taught by superficial and inadequately trained people whose

students dislike such course's.

In appreciating the validity of Dr. Conant's opin-

ions, consideration should be given to the procedures used

in forming those opinions asj well as the author's background

in the traditional academic discipline of chemistry. The

point to be raised here and following is to the method and

criteria employed in making judgments. While there may be

foundations courses and prof;essors who are guilty as charged,

I

it does not seem that the claims advanced by Conant are
I

amply proven. He explicitly: admitted that his study "relied

heavily on the opinions of classroom teachers" (p. vii)

.

There is little attempt to assess the possible biases of

those opinions nor is there evidence of careful empirical

study to assess the nature of these courses and their
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professors. Additionally, it is possible that Conant's

traditional academic background in chemistry may have

made him susceptible to a dislike or, at least, a lack of

understanding of courses which attempt to be interdisci-

plinary and have goals which i are professional as well as

scholarly. !

Conant's opinions regarding foundations courses were
i

'

developed and widely circulated in the early 1960's, They

were parrotted in the early 'VO's by the journalist Charles

Silberman in his widely read; book. Crisis in the Classroom

(1970). These hastily drawn, conclusions were probably

detrimental to desirable teacher education programs inas-

much as they contributed to pressure for reduction or

elimination of foundations study. Without serious study of

I

well-developed foundations courses, teacher education may

come dangerously close to mechanical training resembling

a trade school approach.
|

In 1964 Charles J. Brauner, a professional educator,

concluded that the foundations of education constituted a

moralistic doctrine. Brauner 's analysis focused on the

early foundations programs at Columbia University and the

University of Illinois with much attention given to the

work of Harold Rugg whose influential book The Foundations

of American Education was published in 1947, Rugg's book

describes the development of the early foundations programs

and provides the bulk of Brauner 's evidence. Brauner notes:
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From Dewey through Brameld, the
tendency has been to j build an emphasis on
subjective belief into an instrument for
achieving specific personal commitment
among practitioners I . . i. By adding the
creative expression of the men of force to
the construction of a theory of American
society as a whole, viewed, in the frame-
work of the struggle

I

for power, Rugg added
two ingredients: (1) emotional content and
(2) such broad speculation that careful
scholarship had to be forsaken for conver-
sational talk which took objective informa-
tion for granted. In addition, he directed
attention to the specific content of the
welfare state and the principles of democ-
racy. The dogmatic nature of the belief to
be achieved can be judged from the following
assertion by Rugg: !' . . . democracy is the
only proper government for family, school,
community, nation, or world; the people to-
gether distill judgment and decisions out
of their collective experience." (pp. 218-

219)

Brauner further explains in a tone that he frequently in-

vokes

By emotional and intellectual means,
the foundations of education would cultivate
belief in a particular social doctrine which
prescribed how a man i should relate to his
fellow man. Gentle and general though the
prescription might be, restrained and re-
stricted as the emotional and intellectual
persuasion might be, the foundations-of-
education approach to teacher training had
become oratory for a moralistic doctrine.
Social reconstructionism became its most
virulent form. Journalism emerged as "edu-
cational theory."

The academic world tends to pride
itself upon maximizing clear, explicit, in-
tellectual understanding, all the while
analyzing overgeneraiizations and dissecting
hollow abstractions. I By celebrating the
poetic and ritualistic side of general
ideals, the foundations programs, however,
tended to maximize the emotional and unschol-
arly side of instruction. Such direct pursuit
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of commitment and belief made the founda-
tional courses resemble a minister's sermon
rather than a professor's lectures (p. 220)
. . . . In sum, the foundation movement
strove to establish education as a literary
discipline operating! between the exacting
scholarly and logical demands of philosophy
and the careful, detailed attention to lit-
eral description prerequisite to empirical
science. (p. 223)

Brauner's obvious complaint then was that the founda-

tions of education, particularly social foundations, attempted

to create unanimity of belief and in doing so departed from

the standard of dispassionate objectivity. However valid

these claims may be of those whom Brauner has chosen to

analyze, it would seem equally obvious that his work was

narrowly focused. He chose to analyze particular text

materials written by particular individuals at a particular

time. It would appear that it remains to be seen that such

in a moralistic fashion. Re-courses were actually taught

liance on particular text materials as evidence would not

be sufficient to determine whether ministers' sermons or

professors' lectures were actually occurring in social

foundations classrooms. The point is similar to the one

made above. One may well wonder whether Brauner's conclu-

sions exceed the evidence and method used in his study.

George L. Newsome (1971) , another harsh critic of

social foundations, takes Brauner to task:

Brauner's charge that social founda-
tions of education is a moralistic doctrine
rests largely upon his analysis of two works,
Harold Rugg ' s Foundations for American Edu -
cation and Theoretical Foundations of
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Education authored by the staff in social
foundations at the University of Illinois.
In each case, it seems to be more the con-
ception of social foundations than it is

the content of any courses that is con-
sidered. Brauner made no attempt , apart
from the works mentioned, to determine
whether the materials and instructional
procedures used in actual courses were
moralistic or doctrinaire. Granting the
importance of conception .of a subject in
the shaping of the subject and the teach-
ing of it, it must be remembered that Brauner
considered primarily j one conception and two
rationales for it. The conception studied
was, perhaps, the most common one, but it
is not the only one.! (p. 23)

In contrast to Brauner ' s singular indictment of

social foundations courses as moralistic. Dr. Newsome finds

that the term has many and "confused" uses. He lists

[i: . . . Divisions
a wide array of

of departments offering
courses in history of

educational, philosophy of education,
educational psychology, and the like
often go by the
of Education.

name Social Foundations

[2] ... Introductory courses in education
are sometimes called "foundations."

[3] . . . Interdisciplinary courses . . \

are often called "social foundations,

[4] . . . Some courses that deal exclusively
with sociology or anthropology in rela-
tion to education are called "social
foundations.

"

[5] ... Titles for some book and occasion-
ally course titles seem to indicate that
there can be "foundations" ... of many
special fields in education . . . curricu-
lum, administration, urban education, and
other subjects,
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[6] The word "foundation" is often found in
titles of books of readings in education,

[7] ... Finally, there are books, and no
doubt courses as well, that are plainly
partisan, ideological and prescriptive,
(pp. 23-24)

On the basis of these observations Newsome states that:

With the exception of special courses in his-
tory of education, philosophy of education,
educational psychology, and the like, most
social foundations courses tend to be a hodge
podge of unrelated or poorly related materials
taken from other disciplines. (p. 24.)

i

He further concludes that:

The nebulous characteristics of social founda-
tions, their frequently moralistic doctrinaire
aspects, their general impotency in teacher
training, their uselessness as introductions
to more specialized courses and their failure
as advanced interdisciplinary studies, leaves
no place for them in
26)

teacher education, (p.

So then Newsome recommends the elimination of social

foundations primarily on the basis of varied course descrip-

tions, textbook titles and arrangements of administrative

convenience. It would seem that his conclusions are sus-

ceptible to the same kind of

Brauner's. That is, Newsome

critique that he has made of

has made little, if any, at-

tempt to determine whether the materials and instructional

procedures used in actual courses were confused, hodge podge

or moralistic. It would appear that these conclusions are

not warranted by the evidence of varied "uses." Perhaps

another writer could make the same seven observations and

conclude that they represented a variety, and even a
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desirable variety, which one could find in any field. Again,

the point is that careful empirical study of actual course

functioning and impact may help us avoid hasty or erroneous ,

conclusions which are ultimately harmful to teacher educa-

tion.

In 1968 James J. Shields, Jr., a much milder critic,

argued that social foundations should become more relevant.

integrative and analytic (p.

such courses should pay more

77) . By relevant he meant that

attention to the phenomenon of

metropolitanism and urban education. By integrative and

!

analytic he meant they should make greater use of the tools

and research findings of contemporary empirical social

science as well as the humanities. According to Shields

these things were not only needed, but were actually occur-

ring :

This trend, which to many represents a "coming
of age" for foundations departments, has been
greatly accelerated by the vigorous attention
social scientists have been giving to the
school as an institution and education as a

Along with their professors,
all disciplines have been
for their research stud-

ies. As these studehts complete their studies,
many of them accept positions in graduate
schools of education

I

and join the ranks of the
"young turks" who are transforming departments
of educational foundations into departments of
philosophy and social sciences. ... As a
consequence of this development, and as more
and more of those teaching foundations ask to
be identified with a I traditional discipline
rather than education, the entire definition
of educational foundations will change,
(pp. 81-82)

social process
graduate students in
turning to education
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Shields sees no fatal weaknesses nor does he recommend the

elimination of foundations courses. He sees improvement

occurring through the recruitment of specialists outside

the field of education whose primary identification will

be with their respective disciplines.
I

C.A. Martin's historical study shows this occurring

since World War II (19 68) . Martin found that:

After World War II a rather substantial shift
occurred in the nature of the social founda-
tions component of the teacher education pro-
grams considered. Labelled in this study the
Stage of Precision, the 1946-63 time period
witnessed younger instructors with stronger
backgrounds in one of the social sciences or
philosophy making great alterations in the
social foundations programs which developed
during the Stage of Romance. Rejecting the
moralizing approach of the 1930-45 time pe-
riod, the new instructors seemed less con-
vinced that all students needed to take
narrowly prescribed work in the social foun-
dations. Thus they relaxed the requirements
relating to this component of the teacher
education program. IjJor did they view the
interdisciplinary, problem-centered courses
as favorably as had iheir earlier counter-
parts . Indeed, they | showed open preference
for the separate subject social foundations
courses such as the history of education and
educational sociology. Such courses, which
drew more heavily upon the content and re-
search methods of a single academic disci-
pline, proved more suited to the subject-
matter oriented social foundations program
which developed after 1945. (pp. 279-280)

Shields argues the ncjcessity of foundations to be-

come more integrative, but acknowledges that the recruit-

ment of academic specialists outside education will create

a fragmentation of study. He views this as a necessary and
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inevitable stage in the evolution of foundations. He sees

another stage beyond this:

Another stage must follow in which in-
tensive effort is devoted to facilitating com-
munication among scholars studying education
in all disciplines. The first step in achiev-
ing this, of necessity, has to be the creation
of courses and programs that will produce in-
dividuals who are adept enough in the entire
range of disciplines I represented in the humani-
ties and the social sciences that they can
integrate the research findings related to edu-
cation into a coherent and systematic body of
knov/ledge. These individuals would approach
the disciplines in terms of the scholarly needs
of education and not I vice versa as is customary
among those in the traditional academic areas,
(p. 84).

Shields ' position is

able scholarly field nor can

that education is not a respect-

it become so through its own

since it must hire outside specialists. These specialists
li

will fragment the study of education, and they must somehow

be brought together to produce an integrated body of knowl-

edge and discipline of education. Many believe this is

what social foundations attempts to do in the first place.
!

Shields' evolutionary notion j leaves many questions unan-

swered such as who will do the integrating and how. This

may be a major problem consickering the acknowledged custom-

ary allegiance of the specialists.

In 1969 Wayne J. Urban considered the Shields

position and found it to be "naive in the reliance on the

traditional disciplines" (p. 204) . Urban analyzes two tra-

ditional social science disciplines, sociology and politi-

cal science, and finds disagreement between the more
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traditional specialists and a new breed of generalists

(pp. 201-204). While Urban thinks that while both Conant

and Shields have been "very attuned to the weaknesses and

difficulties in the study of

tion," his inclination is:

social foundations of educa-

te search in the directions of a more gen-
eral type of social theory which might
enable one to make intelligent use of the
myriad of educationa]| research and which
also might enable those in social founda-
tions to identify some key problems and
ideas that need to be researched. (p. 204)

Then Urban 's position argues the necessity for a

generalist or broad approach to understand and use the

product of specialists , particularly! the existing product

of educational researchers.

Shields' work (1968,

normative essay based heavily

1969) might be classified as

on a review of social founda-

tions textbooks. This approach has merit in assessing the

quality of textbooks, but it jhas limitations in assessing
. ,

Ithe relevance, integration and analysis present in a field

of study. A valuable supplement would be to examine the

Is as well as student text-

an examination of all course

nature of professional journa

books. Also helpful would be

materials and actual course operation. Shields has not

done this.

A common thread that seems to run through the ar-

guments of Conant, Brauner, Newsome and Shields is the

study of education has been too broad, ill-defined and
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prescriptive; yet it can be improved to become more specific

and analytic with reliance on the tools, knowledges and

orientations of those specialists in the traditional dis-

ciplines. Others besides Urtan have argued against this.

In 1964 John Walton maintained the necessity of establish-

ing a separate discipline of 'education for three reasons:

(1) there are important aspects of education such as teach-

ing and the curriculum which i have no place in other disci-

plines; (2) other disciplines do not have education as

their central interest; and (3) students of education should

belong to a community of discourse where education is the

major focus (p. 265) . Walton saw no improvement through

reliance on outside specialists. In 1961 Elmer Eason

found that educational sociology, as an example of academic

specialty, would be too narrow and restrictive in studying

the social aspects of education. He argued that one:

should not be restricted to the scientific
dimensions of description, prediction and
explanation. Such instruction should also
include the philosopriical dimensions of
justification and meaning. Further, in
its scientific dimensions, such instruc-
tion should be alert to relevant resources
existent in all of the social sciences

—

not only in sociology of education. In
addition, instruction in the social aspects
of education at the undergraduate and be-
ginning graduate levels should not be
fragmented so that empirical questions are
studied in one course and normative ques-
tions are studied in

I

another. (p. 142)

The study which did all these things according to Eason was

social foundations of education.
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The Nature of Social Foundations of Education

The critical judgments of various writers, particu-
j'

larly Conant and Brauner, appear to have generated much

discussion of the field. While some of the discussion

has been defensive, much of it has been devoted to clarify-

ing the nature of social foundations, its necessity and

improvement. [

I . .

In 1965 Quillen attempted to distinguish between

social foundations and other similar studies. Quillen

noted that:
j

"Social foundations" has a broader connota-
tion than "educational sociology." It is
concerned with the contribution of all
social sciences to an understanding of the
interaction of educational institutions and
the larger society, i . . The content of
the social foundations of education draws
from anthropology, economics, political
science, and social psychology. It also
includes content andjmethods from sociology,
cultural and social history, and social
philosophy. (pp. 74, 76)

Therefore, social foundations was considered to be inter-

disciplinary in content and method with scope broadly

focused on the institution of education. While Quillen

maintained that there was little doubt of the value and

growing importance of social

cation, there was need for a

nature (p. 84)

.

Also in 1965, Richard L. Derr attempted to define

social foundations of education with an emphasis on its

foundations for teacher edu-

clear definition of its
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potential contribution to educational decision making. In

Derr's opinion social foundations referred to the social
!

factors relevant to schooling and the courses, programs and

literature of education which are brought together to re-

view the social aspects of schooling. Derr states that:

As things now stand, "social foundations
of education" seems to denote two related
things. First, it refers to social fac-
tors which inquiries in the social sci-
ences or in education presumably have
shown to be relevant to the school's
operation. . . . Second, social founda-
tions refers to the courses, programs,
literature in education where the results
of these inquiries usually are brought
together to permit an extensive review of
social aspects of schooling. (pp. 154-55)

In addition to Derr's references to programs of instruction

and the social aspects of schooling, there is emphasis on

the practical application of social foundations in policy

making. He states that, "There is then a need for a branch

I

of study m education which specializes m identifying,

integrating, and interpreting that knowledge in the social

sciences which pertains to the social dimension of educa-

tional decision-making" (p. 156). This could be best done.

according to Derr, by making

acknowledged discipline with

These specialists would then

social foundations into an

its own corps of specialists

inform educational decision

makers of relevant social conditions so that policy making

would be more effective. Derir sees this policy orientation

as in keeping with current trends and practices.
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In 1968 William 0. Stanley developed two rationales

for social foundations of education which included philo-

sophy and history of education. Stanley argued that as a

field of inquiry education can be viewed as a liberal arts

discipline or as a professional study (p. 227). When
i

viewed as the former, the educational institutions of

society constitute a definite and unique field of study.

In this context Stanley felt that social foundations needed

no defense (p. 228). However, the latter context proved

troublesome. Stanley felt tihat opposition to the use of

social foundations in the preparation of teachers was due

to a "craft mentality" which

school teacher as nothing more

views the occupation of public

than a competent classroom

operator (pp. 227-29) . Similarly, in 1969 Howell and

Shimahara argued that the vocational bias of a significant
i

number of education professors resulted in opposition to

foundations study. Stanley judges this conception as

unacceptable for several reasons: (1) it assumes that

all of the basic problems of education are solved or can

be solved without the participation of the classroom

teacher; (2) if we view the ; teacher as a technician, we

cannot recruit the best brains for the job; (3) the notion

creates and perpetuates a vicious segmentation in the ranks

and (4) if one set of people determines policies and goals

while another set does the classroom teaching, then the

goals and policies will be skewed and altered in their

application (pp. 229-30).
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Hence Stanley saw a major role for social founda-

tions in the professional preparation of classroom teachers,

Foundations study would provjide teachers with interpretive
r

knowledge. Interpretive kncjwledge is the knowledge of the

generalist which locates prdblems within a set of meanings

and provides understanding of the problem (p. 235). Then

I

interpretive knowledge would rationalize practice and equip

classroom teachers with the

gently in the determination

concludes

:

ability to participate intelli-

of educational policy. Stanley

only a technician
is inescapable that
fession of teaching

If the foregoing argument is at all
sound it is clear that without technology
you do not have an effective professional
practitioner, but without theory you have

For me the conclusion
we will not have a pro-
nor a corps of teachers

adequate to the demands of education in our
time until the teacher-preparation program
encompasses a good general education, a
thorough grounding in the subject matter
of the courses to be taught, a substantial
background of interpretive knowledge about
the education enterprise as a whole suffi-
cient to produce nascent educational states-
men, and the theory

,|
technology, and prac-

tice in the skills needed by the particular
specialty of the prospective educational
worker. (p. 235)

In 19 72 Mary Ann Raywid attempted to bring some

j

,
order to the various discussions about the nature of social

I

foundations. She located seven features which described

the field,

I

[1] Policy Oriented Study. The clearest
and most prominent feature of the
field is its policy focus. ...
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[2] Unifying-Integrative. In order to ac-
complish its poilicy-decision function
social foundati|ons must draw on dispar-
ate fields. It is interdisciplinary.

[3] Interpretive. The field is interpre-
tive not only to distinguish between
fact and value/ but to distinguish,,
between differing descriptive claims
involved in policy determination. ...

[4] Methodological jSophistication Required.
In order to integrate the findings of
the various disciplines methodological
sophistication is necessary. ...

[5] Contextual Preoccupation. Examination
of the social context of education is
necessary for policy formulation. ...

[6] Ideas and Beliefs are of Concern.
Social foundations assumes that ideas
and bisliefs have significant influence
in the determination of educational
policy. . . .

i

[7] Contemporaneous' Orientation. Social
foundations is preoccupied with present
circumstances, |events and conditions
in order to advise on educational pol-
icy, (pp. 75-717)

To Raywid the major nustification for social founda-

tions of education is its role in the professional prepara-

tion of teachers. She argues that social foundations:
I

Represents a teaching field, not an academic
discipline. It is put together for instruc-
tional not for research purposes, and there
is no reason why it |need try to meet or an-
swer to the criteria marking and measuring
academic disciplines, which are primary

The particular "package"
Foundations is assembled
it unites disparate
educational issues,

using the issues themselves as the selecting
and organizing principle. (p. 78)

fields of inquiry,
constituting Social
on the grounds that
material bearing on
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Others such as Stanley and perr would obviously agree that

social foundations has a majior responsibility in the prepa-

ration of teachers. They wo|uld also agree that this could
i

be legitimately accomplished through policy analysis. How-
i

'

"

ever, Raywid ' s claim that social foundations' policy focus

and interdisciplinary approach preclude it from the status

of an academic discipline may have some difficulty when one

considers the policy focus and integrative approaches urged

.sciplines such as economics and

;i964) , Stanley (1968) and, par-

ticularly Laska (1969), have argued the foundations studies

have standing as academic disciplines. For Laska this is

their primary reason for being, while Stanley sees a dual

role of professional and academic responsibility.

Despite these differences there seems to be a broad

area of agreement that socia!l foundations has an important

professional role to play. jRaywid ' s seven characteristics

i

taken together would seem to be agreeable to Stanley's no-

tion of interpretive knowledge. Harry Broudy (19 72) has

recently made similar references to foundations studies

providing what he calls interpretive theory as opposed to

applicational theory:

The point, therefore, is whether
these studies are useful in some sense
other than as a source of rules to be ap-
plied to practice. JThis is an issue in
all general studies land in the role of
foundational studies in any professional
curriculum. The most plausible defense
of them is to point ]out that they provide
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the context of practice rather than the
rules for practice ,

f

Thus, an understand-
ing of the sociology of poverty does not
directly give rules £or healing the dis-
eases of the poor, but the dietary pre-
scriptions that a physician might give to
the poor will be more enlightened if he
does understand the Isociology of their
condition. Knowledge of the social con-
text, therefore, affects the general
strategy of education, of appraising the
teaching situation in many dimensions, and
for making decisions that take account of
these dimensions. (pp. 56-57)

It would seem reasonable to judge social foundations

of education according to the role it seeks to play. To

many it has a major role in [providing at least contextual-

interpretive knowledge to those who would be professional

educators

.

The Problem of Assessment

If one is willing to grant that social foundations
i

of education has the potential to make contributions either

as a discipline or as professional education, one might

wonder about progress. Can jan assessment of the field be

made? A review of the literature produces a few very nega-

tive opinions. Much of what has been written is essentially

supportive. There has been la great deal of discussion of

the purpose and nature of the field. Recommendations for
I

reforms have been advanced.
;

However, almost all of the

writing has been in the form of normative essay. And, as

the first part of this chapter sought to demonstrate,
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conclusions reached about social foundations as a field

of study may have no firm| base of evidence. There is a

distinct lack of hard empirical data to indicate what is

really occurring in the field, at! least as it attempts

its professional education function. On this alone, it

may be very difficult to arrive at a defensible assessment

of the field. '

Some have been fond of the notion that much of

past educational research has been disparate, unorganized

and without focus. This notion is probably true. However,

opinions and conclusions about social foundations of educa-

tion as a field of study might benefit from the caution

and firm base of empirical evidence that the educational

researcher expects as he engages in the process of evalua-

tion. Empirically based research studies may be helpful in

providing sounder conclusions about how we are doing.

In addition to this evidence problem, some criticism

of social foundations may be guilty of mixing evaluational
"

.
i

criteria. Part of the problem appears to be that many

critics have been legitimately concerned with improving the;

field's standing as a discipline. Some of these critics

have applied criteria appropriate to traditional academic
!

disciplines to the professional education function of social

foundations. In its professional education function, social

foundations is interdisciplinary in order to reach a closer
1

approximation of reality. To some this interdisciplinary
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aspect violates traditional academic specialization. Fur-

thermore, social foundations! as professional education has

developed an extensive policy study emphasis. In doing

this it must deal with educational prescriptions. This

policy aspect would appear to run counter to the notion of

dispassionate objectivity. Other sources of complaint have

been school administrators, classroom teachers, student

teachers, and some professors of education who have argued

that social foundations is too theoretical, too idealistic

or unrealistic. This group appears to expect specific

classroom recipes which will insure survival or success

j
.

in the day-to-day life of the school. This expectation

in itself is unrealistic considering what is or is not

known with certainty about t'eaching and learning. If

social foundations attempts to become more discipline-like

and attempts to develop more fundamental, basic and special-

ized knowledge about the social aspects of education, then

it may appear to be irrelevant, in an immediate sense, to

school people. The point to be made is that evaluational

criteria ought to be appropriate to the function being

performed by social foundations. A similar point has been

made recently by Robert R. Sherman (1974) who has argued

that most of the criticism abd analysis of social founda-

tions has been of little value because it has failed to

evaluate the field in reference to its purpose. Evaluation

of social foundations should be done in reference to its
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functions. To evaluate social foundations in its profes-

sional role by invoking traditional academic standards
.

'

i

which have condemned advocacy and the interdisciplinary

approach would seem unfair.
I
To apply professional con-

siderations in judging social foundations when it attempts

its academic function would be similarly unfair.

What Should Social Foundations Study Accomplish?

In light of the above discussion, it would seem

that social foundations has at least two major goals to

accomplish—one professional!, the other academic. To many

!

writers social foundations has a role in providing contex-

tual-interpretive knowledge jto those who would be profes-

sional educators. However, the professional should not

expect specific and definite rules for practice since our

understanding of the educational process in general, as well

as its social aspects, is limited. Inquiry in the social

aspects of education should [enhance one's understanding of
I

the context of practice and [suggest ways of improving

practice. In addition to tnis, the policy orientation of

social foundations is thought to have benefit for school

people. Policy emphasis should lead to a clearer under-
i

standing of the social aspects of competing claims made

about the proper functioning of schools.

Social foundations is thought to have a role as an

academic discipline. Inasmuch as the institution of
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education is a major social institution which deserves to

be regarded as a legitimate Ifield of study, so should the

study of its social aspects be regarded. It is conceivable

that the development of such^ a discipline will probably

lead to a practical payoff for classroom teachers. However,

it is also conceivable that the study of the social aspects

of education could be a legitimate object of intellectual

curiosity in its own right without yielding an immediate
i

j

benefit to classroom teachers. In this sense the disciplines

of economics or political science have been pursued.
i .

Sherman (1974) has defined social foundations as a
I

field which should provide fundamental knowledge and, most

importantly, vision to professional educators:

The idea of social foundations was—and is

—

that education and the culture interact and
that it is essential for teachers to base
their study and practice on fundamentaT
knowledge relevant for directing the cul-
ture, through education, toward preferred
ends. ... As well as drawing together
the resources for describing and analyzing
the culture and the role of education, the
study of social foundations should help to
generate the vision which gives point to
what we do and might' do with education.
. . . Specifically,! I believe that in the
social foundations course itself we need to
be as concerned with questions about the
possible and intended uses of education

—

in the sense of those to be chosen deliber-
ately^as we are with describing the cul-
tural setting. (pp. 5-6)

For Sherman that vision will be found in the liberal

democratic tradition. He concludes:
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We could, through the social foundations,
revitalize the liberal democratic tradi-
tion and base our education on and judge
it as it contributes to that tradition
through experience, the interdisciplinary
approach, and the test of results in ac-
tion. This is still the work of the social
foundations in the 70' s. (p. 11)

Cone lusion

There is a need for more effective assessment of

social foundations not! only

conclusions, but to improve

the field. Furthermore, thi

to avoid erroneous and harmful

the possible contributions of

s assessment should be done in

reference to the functions or purposes of the field using

the tools and methods of mod'ern empirical social science

as well as philosophy and hi

study attempts to explore through the use of experimental

design and statistical techn

impact of social foundations

structure of its students

story. More specifically, this

ique the actual operation and

on the valuational-attitudinal

Such a study should provide a

firm base of evidence through which social foundations can

be assessed and improved.



CHAPTER III

METHOD

Design

This study is design

test-posttest control group

ated a quasi-experimental pre-

design. The experimental group

consisted of students enrolled in all sections of the under-

graduate social foundations of education course. The con-

trol group consisted of students enrolled in all sections

of the undergraduate human development and learning course

during the same academic term. Concurrent registration for

this course and the undergralduate social foundations of

education course is discouraged as a matter of university

policy. Students normally complete human development and

learning before taking, socia'll foundations. Students pre-

viously or concurrently exposed to social foundations were

eliminated from the control group.

Pretests were administered during the first week of

the academic term to both experimental and control groups.

Posttests were administered

academic term. In order to

during the last week of the

minimize time consumed for test-

ing, each group was randomly divided in half with one half

34
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being pretested with the Scale of Democratic Attitudes and

the Personal Opinion Questionnaire while the other half was

pretested with the Personal [Beliefs Inventory, Teacher

Practices Inventory and Value Ranking Test. On posttesting

the administration was reversed.

This study is designated quasi-experimental after

terminology popularized by Campbell and Stanley (1963).

The design does not qualify as a true experiment because

subjects are not randomly assigned to experimental and con-

trol groups nor is the : treatment randomly administered.

Therefore, the design is termed quasi-experimental.

Randomization is done to promote the equivalency of

groups to eliminate threats

trol necessary to accomplish

not possible in this study b

to validity. The degree of con-

this sort of randomization is

because of university policy.

However, practical equivalence of the experimental and con-

trol groups can be defined by noting a number of similari-

ties. Both groups are compo

upper level (300) undergradu

sed of students enrolled in

ate courses worth four quarter

hours required by the university of education majors and

those desiring certification as public school teachers

Both courses are normally taken within one academic term

of each other. Both courses; normally enroll students major-

ing in a variety of educational specialties. It would ap-

pear that the internal validity of the study would not be

threatened and that the intervening effects of history.
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maturation, testing, instrumentation, regression, selection,

mortality, and selection-maturation interaction would not

be present unless substantia

suspect otherwise (Campbell

1 reason could be given to

and Stanley, 1963, pp. 5-6).

The intent of the study was to assess the impact of

the undergraduate social foundations of education course as

it was normally taught to a majority of students enrolled

II

during a particular term. Vpriation in instructors and

curriculum materials were considered to be expected, accept-

able, and an inseparable asp'ect of course offerings. There-

fore, rival hypotheses supported by these variables were

considered irrelevant given the intent of the study. Fur-

ther, the dependent variables used in the study could be

applied appropriately in all various sections of the course.

The external validity of the study could be quali-

fied. The social foundations of education course under

study was taught at one institution and the findings of this

study would not necessarily be applicable to courses taught

at other institutions. Therefore, it is conceivable that

the results obtained from the experimentally accessible

population may not always hold true for the general popula-

tion (Bracht and Glass, 1968, p. 438). However, the course

was not unusual in its conception and was very similar to

social foundations of education courses taught elsewhere.
I;

To the extent that this can Ibe illustrated by comparing

course descriptions of social foundations of education.
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the following examples should be noted:

il

[1] [The study of the] social, economic and
political context within which schools
function and the values which provide
direction for o,ur schools; the culture
as a motivating influence in instruc-
tion. (University of South Florida,
1973)

[2] A study of the educative effects of
our social structures, the social
values and issues involved in apprais-
ing these effecjts, and the resulting
social demands jupon the schools.
(University of Florida, 1972)

[3] A study of the historical and contem-
porary relatiorts of education and
society, and of schools and colleges
as social syste'ms, from the perspec-
tives of the social sciences. (Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, 1972)

Strictly speaking, the above factors should be con-

sidered in interpreting the iresults of the study. The

steps necessary to control fbr possible interference would

be arduous and the practical

It is thought that the need

this design outweighs its pc

tions.

outcome might be inconsequential,

and benefit from a study of

tential and remote qualifica-

Collection of Data

Data were collected by the author during the summer

quarter between June 17, 1974 and August 23, 1974 at the

Tampa and St. Petersburg campuses of the University of

South Florida.
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Pretesting in the experimental group involved 151

students in five different sections of undergraduate social

foundations of education. Posttesting involved 140 students

in the same number of sections. Three students in the ex-

perimental group refused to cooperate. Eleven students

were not available for posttesting, due to their failure

to complete the course or class absence.

Pretesting in the control group involved 84 students

in six different sections of human development and learning.

Posttesting involved 54 students in the same number of sec-

tions . One student in the c

ate. The difference of 30 s

posttesting was due to failu

class absence. It is suspec

primary factor because two s

ontrol group refused to cooper-

tudents between pretesting and

re to complete the course and

ted that class absence was the

ections of the control group

course had a so-called self-pacing feature which did not

require or encourage regular class attendance. Students

absent from the posttesting session could have contacted

individually for testing, but the test environment would

have differed substantially

decision was made to maintai

from the usual setting. The

n the same test situation for

all subjects rather than vary it for the sake of increasing

control group size.

Experimental and control groups of similar size were

anticipated. The smaller control group was due to the fact

that many students had concurrent enrollment both in social
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foundations of education and human development and learning.

These students were screened from the control group. Con-

current enrollment is discouraged by college policy (Uni-

versity of South Florida, 1973) , but apparently was not

implemented during this academic term.

Arrangements were made with instructors of the var-

ious sections of the courses, comprising the experimental

and control groups prior to the academic term in which

testing occurred. Instructors of all available sections

were cooperative.

Pretesting was done at the second class meeting by

the author. The Personal Opjinion Questionnaire which con-

tains the Scale of Democratic Attitudes and the Dogmatism

Scale was distributed alternately with the Personal Beliefs

Inventory, Teacher Practices Inventory and Value Ranking

Test. These latter instruments were color coded with a

gold instruction sheet. See; Appendices A, B and C for these

instruments. Alternate and, | therefore, random distribution

of these two packets of insttuments to every other student

in the classroom allowed a maximum amount of testing in a

single class period.

Instructions were read to the students. Before

allowing the students to complete the IBM 555 answer sheet,
I

a verbal reminder was given that the activity was to be

done anonymously, results were to be held in confidence

and had no impact on course grades. Students were urged

to participate honestly and -sincerely.
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Posttesting was done at the next to last class

I

meeting by the author. Students who completed one packet

of instruments on pretestingj were given the other packet

for posttesting. This was done by using the last four

digits of the student's social security number and birth-

date supplied on pretest answer sheets. This information

was transferred to the desired test packet and distributed

for posttesting to the
i
appropriate student.

The study investigated the influence of age, sex,

social class and university |grade point average. The

answer sheets required! students to enter the last four digits

of their social security number, birthday, sex and occupa-

tion of adult head of household. Age to the nearest year

was obtained from birthdate.i A measure of social class

(SES) was obtained from occupation of adult head of house-

hold using Duncan's Socioeconomic Index for all Occupations
i

(Reiss, 1961). Duncan's Index was selected because of its

essentially continuous measures with scores ranging from

to 96. The index was appeal

that it was suspected that s

and able to give accurate in

than on income or education,

index were reported to be co'

ing in a practical sense in

ubjects would be more willing

formation on occupation rather

The major elements of the

jrrelated to the extent of .91

with prestige ratings of education and income. It was

further reported that the index had "a high order of temporal

stability" (Blau and Duncan, 1967, pp. 120-21) .
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Acquiring university grade point average (GPA)

was indirect and more involved. Direct solicitation of

this information from students was not done because of

possible inaccuracy. Class rolls were obtained from the

university registrar. A current listing of university
I

grade point average for all students was obtained similarly

and was matched with the names on the class rolls. This

information was then entered on the answer sheets by match-

ing the last four digits of ^he social security number with

the student's complete social security number on the class

roll.
I

Specific information regarding the characteristics

of the students who participated in the study is found in
11

Tables 1 through 4. Tables 1 and 2 contain information

about students on whom complete data were available. Mean

values on age, social class. university grade point average

and sex are given. A mean value for sex is possible because

males were dummy coded 1 and females were dummy coded

The number of males and females are also given as is con-

ventional .

Tables 3 and 4 contain information on all students

who participated in the study to include those on whom
i'

incomplete data were available. On the pretest 46 students

or 30.46 percent of the experimental group did not provide
i

complete data. This compares to 33 students or 39.29 per-

cent in the control group who failed to provide complete
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information. On the posttest 37 students or 26.43 percent

of the experimental group was incomplete compared to

17 students or 31.48 percent of the control group. Mean

values were substituted for missing data. This procedure

is recognized by Travers (19'69, p. 358) as a commonly sug-

gested method for dealing wilth the problems of missing data.

These values were obtained from students in the same group

on whom complete data were available.

Student responses to: the test instruments on the

IBM 555 answer sheets were machine scored by the University

of South Florida's Office of Evaluation Services. These

scores and information on age, social class and university

grade point average were entered on coding sheets. Also

entered after dummy coding were sex, experimental or control

posttest and an experimental

Coding sheets were then

given to a professional card' punch operator who punched and

verified the data deck.

Instrumentation

group membership, pretest or

pretest interaction variable

The Scale of Democratic Attitudes (SDA)

Items used by Herbert McClosky in 1964 to measure

the degree of consensus on democratic values exhibited by

political influentials and the general electorate were the
I

basis of the SDA. The items were grouped in the following
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ways: items expressing "rules of the game," items express-

ing support for general statements of free speech and opinion.

items expressing support for

speech and procedural rights

specific applications of free

i, items expressing belief in

political equality, social and ethnic equality, and economic

equality. The final form of the SDA was constructed by

taking all items together. See Appendix A for the items

used by McClosky. The six subscales of the SDA correspond

to above groupings using those items supplied by McClosky.

They are, respectively: The subscale of Procedural Agree-

ments of Democracy (PAD) , the subscale of General Statements

on Freedom of Speech (GSFS),! the subscale of Specific Ap-

plication of Freedom of Speech and Procedural Rights (SAF)

,

the subscale of Political Equality (PE) , the subscale of

Social and Ethnic Equality (SEE) , and the subscale of Eco-

nomic Equality (EE) . See Appendix A for particular items.

The Likert technique was used in scaling with six

levels of response: disagre^e very much, disagree on the

I-

whole, disagree a little, agree a little, agree on the

whole, agree very much.

Validity of the McClpsky items is indicated by the

following:

While each of these litems can stand alone
and be regarded in ijts own right as an
indicator of a person's opinions or atti-
tudes, each of them as simultaneously an
integral element of one of the 47 "scales"
that was expressly fashioned to afford a
more refined and reliable assessment of
the attitude and personality predispositions
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of every respondent. Each of the scales
. . . has been independently validated
either by empirical validation procedures
employing appropriate criterion groups , or
by a modified Guttmah reproducibility pro-
cedure (supplemented; in some instances, by
a "face validity" procedure utilizing item
ratings by experts) . |

(p. 364)

McClosky does not explicitly identify these 47 "scales" ex-

cept to note their earlier use in 1957-58.

McClosky does not discuss reliability of his items

directly. However, analysis using the Coefficient Alpha

which is an internal consistency estimate of reliability

yields the following: SDA = .9145, PAD = .7406, GSFS =

.7974, SAF = .5812, PE = .7030, SEE = .8484, and EE = .7934

(Cronbach, 1951)

.

The items of the various scales in the final form

of the SDA were randomly distributed and combined with the

Rokeach Dogmatism Scale. j

The Value Ranking Test (VRT)

The VRT is based on experimental work done by

Rokeach on dissonance, behavior change and value change
i

(1969, 1971). Rokeach askedj subjects to rank 18 values ac-

i
' .

cording to their perceived importance. See Appendix B.

After the subjects had completed their rankings, they were

shown average rankings from another group of subjects. The

difference between the ranking of freedom and equality was

fnoted and discussed with the! notion emphasized that those

who ranked freedom and equality far apart were interested
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only in freedom for themselves. This discussion was de

signed to produce dissonance

the subject's ranking. Addi

or self-dissatisfaction with
i''-

-tionally, subjects were asked
'

:l

to indicate their sympathy for the,; civil rights movement.

Then they were shown data injdicating a positive relationship

between civil rights sympathy and a close ranking of free-

dom and equality. This also was done to induce dissonance.

Subsequent measurement showed that experimental subjects

produced closer rankings of freedom and equality; and more

favorable attitudes toward civil rights than the control

group. Additionally, experimental subjects were more in-

clined than the control group to respond favorably to

solicitations to join the N.A.A.C.P. up to seventeen months

after the initial dissonance producing sessions. Rokeach

reports test-retest. reliabilities for college students from
i

.65 to .80 (1973)

.

The technique used by Rokeach to produce dissonance

would seem to have very close similarity to the typical

classroom situation where major cultural values are dis-

cussed, including the relationship between freedom and

equality in a theoretical and problematical context. Con-

sidering Rokeach 's findings, one could expect dissonance

in the student and a subsequent reordering of values as

well as behavior change. It

which a course is successful

is thought that the extent to

in accomplishing these changes

can be assessed by a change in rankings on the VRT,
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The Personal Beliefs Inventory (PBI)

The PBI was developed by Brown to determine a sub-

ject's agreement with the general philosophical beliefs of

John Dewey. See Appendix C, Items were based on Dewey's

writings and subjected to review by various judges and item

analysis techniques. After five revisions a final inven-

tory resulted with forms A and B. Brown reports combined

forms reliabilities ranging ifrom .55 to .78 (1968, p. 100).

Similar forms reliability ofi .58 was reported when forms A

and B were administered separately. Combined forms were

administered in this study in hopes of greater reliability.

The Teacher Practices Inventory (TPI)

The TPI was developed by Brown in the same manner as

the PBI. The TPI is designed to assess agreement with
i

teacher practices which are ^compatible with John Dewey's

I

thinking. See Appendix C. Similar forms reliability of

I

.69 was reported when forms A and B were administered sep-

arately. Combined forms relliability ranged from .56 to .94

i

(1968, p. 100). Combined forms were administered in this

I

study. 1

The Personal Opinion Questio'nnaire (POQ)

The POQ includes the, Rokeach Dogmatism Scale. See

Appendix A. Rokeach reports reliabilities of .68 to .93
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(1960, p. 90). The well-known Dogmatism Scale measures

the intensity with which one holds' beliefs. Items on the
j

I ,

-.

Dogmatism Scale were randomlly distributed with SDA items.

Statistical Methodology

i

I

The primary statistical method used in this study

was stepwise multiple regres^sion. This technique involves

the construction of a regres'sion equation that shows which
i

independent variables are th'e most powerful predictors of

the dependent variable. Furthermore, the stepwise technique

not only shows the particular variables which are powerful

predictors, but their desire'd order in the equation since

order affects their predicti|Ve power. As each independent

variable is added to the equ'ation, starting with the one

most highly correlated with the dependent variable, F tests

are performed at each subsequent step to show the contribu-

tion of each variable already in the equation if it were to

enter last. Therefore, it is possible to determine the

optimum order of independent: variables and to discard those

which were initially, but no longer, good predictors (Ker-

linger and Pedhazur, 1973, pL 290).

Multiple regression procedures are quite often used
i

to construct nonexperimentalj predictive systems. However,

multiple regression can be applied to experimental designs

by dummy coding experimental and control group membership
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as independent variables. The dummy coded categorical in-

dependent variables in this 'study were experimental or

control group membership, whether dependent variable

scores were pretest or postt^t, whether dependent variable

scores were experimental pretest or otherwise and sex.

Essentially continuous independent variables were age,

social class and university grade point average. Dependent

variables included scores on the Scale of Democratic Atti-

tudes, its subscales, the Dogmatism Scale, the Personal Be-

liefs Inventory and the Teacher Practices Inventory.

Analysis of variance

quently used in an experimen

is a technique that is fre-

tal design such as the one em-

ployed in this study. However, multiple regression offers

several advantages. According to Kerlinger and Pedhazur

(1973, p. 114), the technique is superior to analysis of

variance when essentially continuous independent variables

are involved. In analysis of variance such variables are

typically treated as categor'ical variables when they are

partitioned into high, medium and low groups. In partition-

ing a variable that may have a range of values, one can

lose considerable variance (p. 8), Therefore, results of

the study may be biased. Multiple regression is also said

to be advantageous when cell; frequencies are unequal and

disproportionate as in this study. This condition is not
i

unusual when the experimenter must deal with intact groups

where random assignment of subjects to groups is not possible.
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Experimental mortality also causes unequal n ' s as in the

present study. The actual correlation of independent vari-

ables such as social class and uniyersity grade point aver-

age may also cause this to occur (pp. 7, 187). With unequal

frequencies of treatment combinations the explanation of

variance becomes ambiguous between treatment and interaction,

Analysis of variance must handle unequal .cell frequencies

by artificial means while stepwise multiple regression deals

with this problem through the use of serai-partial correla-

tions and the varying of their position in the multiple
I :

regression equation. This allows the separation of treat-

ment and main effects (pp. 187-193)

.

Stepwise multiple regression analysis was done

using the BMD02R program on the University of South Florida

computer (Dixon, 1973).

Hypotheses 11 and 12 of this study deal with the

significance of differences between coefficients of corre-

lation. The technique used for these comparisons was

Fisher's transformation to Z^ as recommended by Guilford

and Fruchter (197 3)

.

The level of confidence used in this study was

p < .05.



CHAPTER rV
I

RESULTS

The Scale of Democratic Attitudes

Stepwise multiple regression is used to test the
|i. .

-.

operational null hypothesis:! neither group membership nor

I

.

time of testing are significant predictors of scores on the

Scale of Democratic Attitudes (SDA) . Scores on the SDA

constitute the dependent variable. Dummy coded independent

variables include: experimental or control group membership

(EX/CON) , pretest or posttest (PRE/PO) , interaction between

experimental group membership and pretest or otherwise
t

(INTER), and sex (SEX). Continuous independent variables

are age (AGE) , university gr'ade point average (GPA) , and

social class (SES)

.

variable entering the regres-

subjects on whom complete data

The only independent

sion equation is GPA, using

are available. The observed! F (1,153) = 6.8937 exceeds

the table F (1,150) = 3.91 (Kerlinger and Pedhazur, 1973,

pp. 512-515) . The level of

Therefore, GPA is a signific

confidence used is p < .05,

ant predictor of SDA. The

54
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stepwise regression analysis is shown in Table 5. The

table includes values for the coefficient of multiple cor-

relation (R) and F for the multiple regression equation.

Regression coefficients or beta weights are also given.

to remove" with the table

or not the contribution of

By comparing the value of "F

F one can determine whether

the relevant variable is significant when it enters the

equation last. If it is not significant, the variable is

removed. Thus an initially good predictor which has lost

its power can be removed. The variable with the highest

iables not in the equation is

is significant. In the current

made a significant contribution

"F to enter" among those var

entered if its contribution

situation only one variable

and the analysis is concluded in one step.

The results are not [appreciably different when

. . 1

subjects with missing data are included. As noted in

Chapter III, group means are

GPA is the only independent

equation. The observed F (1

substituted for missing data,

s/ariable in the regression

,213) ^' 8.1771 exceeds the

table F (1,200) = 3.89, Therefore, GPA is a significant

predictor of SDA. The stepwise regression analysis is

shown in Table 6.

These results do not

null hypothesis. i

allow the rejection of the
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The Subscale of Procedural Agreements of Democracy

The null hypothesis tested is: neither group member-

ship nor time of testing are significant predictors of scores

on the subscale of Procedural Agreements of Democracy (PAD)

Using subjects on whom complete data are available, no

independent variable entered the regression equation. In-

cluding subjects with means substituted for missing data,

GPA is the only independent variable entered. The observed

F (1,213) - 4.8863 exceeds the table F (1,200) = 3.89. The

regression analysis is shown in Table 7.

tained,

The null hypothesis cannot be rejected and is re-

The Subscale of General Statements
on Freedom of Speech

The null hypothesis tested is : neither group mem-

bership nor time of testing are significant predictors of

scores on the subscale of General Statements on Freedom of

Speech (GSFS) . Using subjects on whom complete data are

available no independent variable enters the regression

equation. The same results are obtained including subjects

with means substituted for missing data. The null hypothesis

is retained

.
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The Subscale of Specific Application of
Freedom of Speech land Procedural Rights

The null hypothesis

bership nor time of testing

tested is: neither group mem-

are significant predictors of

scores on the subscale of Specific Application of Freedom
I

of Speech and Procedural Rights (SAF) . The only independent

variable entering the regression equation is GPA using sub-

jects on whom complete data jare available. The observed

F (1,153) = 7.3105 exceeds the table F (1,150) = 3.91.

GPA is a significant predictor of SAF. The regression analy-

sis is shovm in Table 8.

The results are not [appreciably different when sub-

jects with missing data are included. GPA is the only in-

dependent variable in the equation. The observed F (1,213)

= 7,5053 exceeds the table F (1,200) = 3.89. The regression

analysis is shown in Table 9.

The null hypothesis is retained.

The Subscale of i Political Equality

The null hypothesis tested is: neither group mem-

bership nor time of testing are significant predictors of

scores on the subscale of Political Equality (PE) . GPA

entered the regression equation as a significant predictor

using subjects with complete data. The observed F (1,153) =

12.4545 exceeds the table FJ (1,150) = 3.91. The regression

analysis is shown in Table 10.
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Similar results are obtained when subjects are

included on whom incomplete data are available. GPA is

the only significant predictor in the equation. The ob-

served F (1,213) = 12.5797 exceeds the table F (1,200) =

3.89. The regression analysis is shown in Table 11.

The null hypothesis is retained.

The Subscale of Social and Ethnic Equality

The null hypothesis tested is: neither group mem-

bership nor time of testing are significant predictors of

scores on the subscale of Social and Ethnic Equality (SEE).

GPA and AGE entered and rema'ined in the multiple regression

equation as significant pred

plete data. The observed F

table F (2.150) - 3.06.! The

in Table 12. In the first s

with an observed F (1,153) =

table F (1,150) = 3.91. The

ictors using subjects with com-

(2.152) - 6.632 exceeds the

regression analysis is shown

tep GPA enters the equation

7.557 which exceeds the

variable with the highest

significant F and highest partial correlation among those

variables not in the equation enters next, AGE enters

in the second step with an observed F (1,152) - 5.48 5

which exceeds the table F (1,150) = 3.91. Both GPA and

AGE are entered last and an F test is performed to deter-

mine whether or not their contribution remains significant.

The "F's to remove" for GPA and AGE are, respectively,
i

8.2971 and 5.4854. These F's exceed the table F (1,150) -
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3.91. No other variables could make significant contri-

butions. The analysis is concluded in two steps. The re-

gression coefficient for AGE is negative, indicating an

inverse relationship with SEE.

Similar results are obtained using subjects on whom

incomplete data are available. GPA and AGE are shown to

be significant predictors of SEE. The regression analysis

is shown in Table 13.

The null hypothesis is retained.

The Subscale of Economic Equality

The null hypothesis tested is: neither group mem-

bership nor time of testing are significant predictors of

scores on the subscale of Economic Equality (EE) . GPA and

SES enter and remain in the equation as significant pre-

dictors using subjects with complete data. The observed

F (2,152) = 5.537 exceeds the table F (2,150) = 3.06. The

regression of coefficients for both GPA and SES are negative

which shows an inverse relationship between these variables

and scores on EE. The regression analysis is shown in

Table 14.

Using subjects with missing data GPA does not

enter the equation. SES and AGE are shown in be signifi-

cant predictors where the observed F (2,212) = 6.005 ex-

ceeds the table F (2,200) = 3.04. The regression coeffi-

cients for both SES and AGE are negative indicating an
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inverse relationship. The regression analysis is shown

in Table 15

.

The null hypothesis is retained.

While experimental group membership and posttest

are not shown to be significant predictors of SDA or any of

its subscales, other variables are shown to be so. Multiple

regression analysis provides for significance testing and

a measure of meaningfulness through the coefficient of de-

termination. The coefficient of determination (R ) measures

the amount of variance in the dependent variable explained

by the independent variable. Tables 16 and 17 report R 's

and mean scores on the SDA and its subscales for experi-

mental and control groups. These tables provide a summary

of results obtained thus far. The variable most often sig-

2nificant is GPA. Its R values show that the proportion

of variance explained by GPA range from 2.24 percent to

7.53 percent. While GPA is often significant, its R

values do not point to any particularly meaningful conclu-

sions. GPA, AGE and SES are not variables that are normally

manipulatable.

Visual inspection of mean scores for experimental

and control groups on pretests and posttests show their

similarity. This indicates their lack of significance as

predictor variables

.
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The Dogmatism Scale

The same statistical procedures are used to ana-

lyze scores on the Dogmatism Scale i (DOG) as on the SDA.

The null hypothesis tested is: neither group membership

significant predictors of scores

on the Dogmatism Scale. GPA and SEX are shown to be sig-

nificant predictors using subjects with complete data. The

observed F (2,152) == 10 J 451 exceeds the table F (2,150) =

2
3.06. R is .1209 with .0845 attributable to GPA. The

regression analysis is shown in Table 18

.

GPA is the only variable to enter the equation

using subjects with missing data. The observed F (1,213) =

14.8681 exceeds the table F (1,200) ==3.89. The coefficient

of determination is .0652. The regression analysis is

presented in Table 19.

The null hypothesis is retained.

The Personal Beliefs Inventory

Stepwise multiple regression is used to analyze

scores on the Personal Beliefs Inventory (PBI) . The null

hypothesis tested is: neither group membership nor time

of, testing are significant predictors of scores on the

Personal Beliefs Inventory. No independent variables are

significant using subjects with complete data. Using sub-

jects with missing data, SES and SEX enter the equation.
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The observed F (2,211) =
6.8J59

exceeds the table F (2,200)

2 .
1

= 3.04. R IS .0610. The regression analysis is shown

in Table 20.

The null hypothesis is retained.

The Teacher Practices Inventory

Stepwise multiple regression is used to analyze

scores on the Teacher Practices Inventory (TPI) . The null

hypothesis tested is: sneither group membership nor time
1

of testing are significant predictors of scores on the

Teacher Practices Inventory. GPA, EX/CON and INTER enter

the regression equation using subjects with complete data.

The observed F (3,137) = 8.241 exceeds the table F (3,125) =

2.68. The coefficient of determination is .1529. The re-
1

gression analysis is shown in Table 21.
!

Inspection of mean scores on the TPI shown in Table

22 might lead to the conclusion the experimental group

scores are significantly greater than the control group

scores. Caution would seem to be indicated by INTER'

s

significant contribution. INTER shows a significant inverse

relationship between experimental group membership and pre-

test scores. Additionally, PRE/PO did not enter the equa-

tion. This would appear to be the result of control group

scores. Finally, the small number of subjects involved may

distort these results.
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Table 22

Mean Scores on the Teaoher Practices Inventory
Using Complete Data

Pretest Posttest

Experimental

Control

160.85
n=53

158 05
n=21

171.88
n=48

156.16
n=19

GPA and PRE/PO enter

jects with means substituted

the equation including sub-

for missing data. The ob-

served F (2,211) = 8.241 exceeds the table F (2,200) =

3.04. The coefficient .of determination is .07 25. The re-

gression analysis is shown in Table 23.

The null hypothesis is retained.

The Change in Relationship Between General
Statements on Freedom of Speech and the

Specific Application of Freedom of Speech
and Procedural Rights

The change in correlation of scores on GSFS and

SAF between experimental and control groups on pretests

and posttests is explored. The study seeks to determine

whether or not experimental group membership contributed

to a significantly greater correlation between general
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attitudes and more specific attitudes on the same subject.
I

If so, such results might indicate that experimental group

experience contributes to the integration of the student's

valuational-attitudinal system. The null hypothesis tested

is: there is no significant jdifferent in the change in the

correlation of scores on the subscale of General Statements

on Freedom of Speech and the 'subscale of Specific Applica-

tion of Freedom of Speech and Procedural Rights between the

control group and the experimental group. Statistical pro-

i
• ,

"

cedures involve the calculation of correlation coefficients

(r) of scores on GSFS and SAF. The data deck is divided

into experimental group pretest, experimental group post-

test, control group pretest and control group posttest.

These groups are then subjected to stepwise multiple re-

gression which produces the desired , correlation matrix.

Table 24 shows the results of this procedure using subjects

with complete data.

Table 24

Correlation Coefficients of Scores on General Statements
on Freedom of Speech and the Specific Application

of Freedom of Speech and Procedural Rights
Using Complete Data

i

I

\ __, ;

,

Pretest Posttest

Experimental r=.3 87
n=52

Control r=.58
n=30

r=
n==



Fisher's transformation to Z is used to compare

differences between r's (Guilford and Fruchter, 1973, pp.

166-67). This procedure involves the computation of the

standard error of a difference between Fisher's Z^' s using

the formula:

1 + 1

nr^ : 112-3

when n and n equal the number of subjects. Values of

Fisher's ^' s for particular r's are available in Guilford

and Fruchter ' s Table H (p. 524) . These Z^ coefficients are

then entered in the formula:

1 ^ -±—

£

since the sampling distribution of Fisher's Z^ is normal.

the sampling distribution of

be interpreted as a standard

Z-|-Z^P is also normal. Z may

score. If the difference in

Z^' s deviates from a difference of .0 to the extent of 1.96a,

then the difference is significant at the .05 level.

Experimental group pretest r is compared to control

group pretest r.

"*" + ^-^ = .239
d \l 52-3 30-3
z

Z ==
.662-. 408

.239
= 1.063
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Since the value of 1.063 is less than 1.96a, a null hypoth-

esis of no difference between r's is retained.

Control group pretest r is compared to control

group posttest r.

""^z ^
\l its ^

1

18-3
= .322

.662-. 430
.32 2

= .720

Since the value of .720 is less than 1.96a, a null hypoth-

esis of no difference between r's is. retained.

Experimental pretest

posttest r.

r is compared to experimental

^ +1^^ = .197
d V 52-3 55-3
z

Z = -586-. 408
.197

Since the value .904 is less

of no difference between r's

= .904

than 1.96a, a null hypothesis

is retained.

Experimental posttest r is compared to control post-

test r.

z =

55-3 18-3

.586-. 430
.293

= .293

= .532



since the value .532 is less

of no difference between r's

Comparisons are also

substituted for missing data

85

than 1.9 60, a null hypothesis

is retained.

done using subjects with means

Table 25 shows the coeffi-

cients of correlation for these subjects

Table 25

Correlation Coefficients of Scores on General Statements
on Freedom of Speech and the Specific Application of

Freedom of Speech and Procedural Rights
Using Adijusted Data

Pretest Posttest

Experimental

Control

r=.364
n=7 4

r1 . 5 8

n=43

r=.507
n-7

r-.354
n-28

Experimental group pretest r is compared to control

group pretest r.

°d V 74-3 "^ 43-3 '-^^^

z

Z = 752-. 382
197

= 1.87i

Since the value of 1.878 is less than 1.96a, a null hypothe-

sis of.no difference between r's is retained.
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Control group pretest r is compared to control

group posttest r.

43-3 28-3 255

^= —Ht^ -^•"'

Since the value of 1.49 8 is less than 1.96a, a null hypoth-

esis of no difference between r's is retained.

I

-

Experimental group pretest r is compared to exper-

imental group posttest r.

74-3 7 0-3

Z = 559-. 382
.170

= .170

=1.041

Since the value 1.041 is less than 1.96a, a null hypothesis

of no difference between r's is retained,

Finally, experimental group posttest r is compared

to control .group posttest r

70-3 28-3

559-. 370
.235

= .235

= .804



Since the value .804 is less

of no difference between r '

s

than 1.96 , a null hypothesis

is retained.

The results of the above comparisons using both

complete and adjusted data do not allow the rejection of

the original null hypothesis

The Change in Relationship Between
Rankings of Freedom and Equality

The Value Ranking Test (VRT) is used to explore the

correlation between rankings of freedom equality. The study

seeks to determine whether or not experimental group member-

ship contributed to a closer correlation between these two

values. Such results would indicate that experimental group
I

membership promoted the understanding of the relationship

between major cultural values and the integration of the

student's value system. The null hypothesis tested is:

there is no significant difference in the change in the cor-

relation of the ranking of freedom and the ranking of

equality on the Value Ranking Test between the control

group and the experimental group. The procedures used to

explore the relationship between GSFS and SAF are used in

this, case also. Table 26 shows the correlation coefficients

for subjects with complete data.

Fisher's transformation to Z^ is used to compare

experimental group pretest r with control group pretest r,



Table 26

Correlation Coefficients of Rankings of Freedom
and Equality Using Complete Data

Pretest Posttest

Experimental

Control

£,= .30 6

n=5 3

£=-.131..
n=21

r=.518
n=4 8

£=-.160
n=19

1 1

°d^ V 53-3 21-3 276

Z= .316-(- 132) ^ .^^^^3
. 2 lb

Since the value 1.623 is less than 1.96a, a null hypothesis

of no difference between £'s is retained.

Control group pretest £ is compared with control

group posttest r.

"" + ^-^-^ = .34521-3 19-3

Z= -161j(-.132)^ „3^

Since the value .084 is less than 1.96o, a null hypothesis

of no difference between r's is retained.
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Experimental group pretest r is compared to exper-

imental group posttest r.

"*"

+ ir^^^ = .20553-3
,

48-3

^= ^^^^i#^ =-"'

Since the value 1.259 is less than 1.96o, a null hypothesis

of no difference between r's is retained.

Experimental group posttest r is compared to con-

trol group posttest r.
!

z
^d =

\l iti " li^ = -292

574-(-.161)_ 2.517
292

Since the value of 2.517 is greater than 1.96a, a null

hypothesis of no difference between posttest r's is rejected,

These results would seem to allow the cautious reiection of
I

-

,

-^

I

the original null hypothesis!. There is no significant dif-

ference between experimental j arid control group pretest r's

while there is a significant! different between posttest r's.

The rejection of the original nyll hypothesis could be done
i

-

without reservation if therejhad been a significant differ-
i

ence between experimental pretest r and experimental post-

test r.
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The same relationships are explored using subjects

with means substituted for missing data. Correlation co-

efficients are shown in Table 27.

Table 27

Correlation Coefficients of Rankings of
Freedom and Equality Using Adjusted Data

Pretest Posttest

Experimental

Control

r=.397
n=77

r=i2 88
n=41

r=.48 3

n=7

r=-.160
n=26

Experimental group pretest r is compared to control

group pretest r.

77-3 41-3

420-.297
.200

= .200

= .615

Since the value .615 is less than 1.96o, a null hypothesis

of no difference between r'sj is retained.

Control group pretest r is compared to control

group posttest r.
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^ +\^r^ = .263
:l-3 2 6-3

Z. .297-^ 161) ^ ^^^^^
. z b J

Since 1.741 is less than 1.96a, a null hypothesis of no

difference between r ' s is retained.

Experimental group pretest r is compared to experi-

mental group posttest r.

77-3 70-3 = .170

- ^ .527-. 420 ^
A .170 '^^^

Since the value .629 is less than 1.96a, a null hypothesis

of no difference between r's is retained.

Experimental group posttest r is compared to control

group posttest r.

1 +! 1
d \l 70-3 26-3
z

241

Z= •^27-(f.l61) , ,^83,

Since the value 2.851 is greater than 1.96a, a null hypothe-

sis of no difference between posttest r's is rejected.
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Since these results are the same as those obtained by usinc

subjects with complete data. a cautious rejection of the

original null hypothesis remains the only possibility



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIOISIS

Summary

The Scale of Democratic Attitudes and Subscales

Neither group membership nor time of testing were

significant predictors of scores on the Scale of Democratic

Attitudes or any of its subscales. Therefore, hypotheses

one through seven could not be rejected (see Chapter I).

A more specific summary of results as available in Table

28 where significant independent variables (X) and coeffi-

cients of determination (R )

point average (GPA) was most

are sh|own . University grade
i

often significant. However,

the amount of variance explained by this variable ranged

from 2.24 percent to 7.53 percent.

The Dogmatism Scale

Rokeach's Dogmatism fecale was used to measure the

extent to which a student's belief system was open to

change. Neither group membership nor time of testing were

significant predictors of scores on the Dogmatism Scale.

Therefore, hypothesis number eight could not be rejected,

93
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Table 28 shows that university grade point average and

sex entered the equation as significant predictors.

The Personal Beliefs Inventory

Brown's Personal Beliefs Inventory was developed

to determine a subject's agreement with the philosophic

beliefs of John Dewey. It was used in this study to pro-

vide an assessment of the extent to which a subject was

oriented in a rational, scientific fashion toward the world,

Neither group membership nor

cant predictors of scores on

Therefore, hypothesis number

time of testing were signifi-

the Personal Beliefs Inventory,

nine could not be rejected.

Table 28 shows that social class and sex were significant

predictors using adjusted data only.

The Teacher Practices Inventory

The results obtained did not allow the rejection

of hypothesis number ten. Group membership (EX/CON) was

shown to be a significant predictor using subjects with

complete data. Time of testing was not significant while

a significant inverse relationship was shown to exist

between experimental group membership and pretesting (INTER)

Using adjusted data, time of

cant while group membership was not

testing (PRE/PO) was signifi-
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SDA

PAD

GSFS

SAF

PE

SEE

EE

DOG

PBI

TPI

Table 28

Summary of Results

Complete Data

R2

.0431

N.S.

N.S.

,0456

,0753

,0803

.0679

,1209

N.S.

,1529

GPA

GPA

GPA

GPA, AGE

GPA^,SES^

GPA, SEX

GPA, EX/CON,
INTERS

Adjusted Data

0370
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The Relationship Between General Statements on Freedom of
Speech and the Specific App]jication of Freedom of Speech
and Procedural Rights

Correlation coef f iciients (r) were calculated for

scores on the Subscale of General Statements on Freedom

of Speech and the Subscale of Specific Application of

Freedom of Speech and Procedural Rights. Correlation co-

efficients of experimental and control groups were compared

on pretests and posttests. jThese comparisons were made to

I

determine whether or not experimental group treatment had

|i

any impact on a student's ability to correlate general

statements with more specific ones. There were no signif-

icant differences between correlation coefficients using

both complete and adjusted data. Therefore, hypothesis
I

number eleven could not be rejected.

The Relationship Between Rankings of Freedom and Equality
1

i

I

Correlation coefficients were calculated for rank-

ings of freedom and equality on the Value Ranking Test.

Correlation coefficients of experimental and control groups

were compared on pretests and posttests. These comparisons

were made to determine whether or not experimental group

treatment had any impact on la student's ability to relate

the values of freedom and equality. Experimental and con-

trol group posttests r ' s were significantly different.

Experimental pretest and experimental posttest r's were
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not. The same results were obtained using both complete

and adjusted data. These results allow a cautious rejec-

tion of hypothesis number twelve.

Conclusions

The purpose of this research has been to assess

the effect of an undergraduate social foundations of edu-

cation course on selected student attitudes, values and

beliefs. Since the results obtained did not allow the

rejection of the null hypothesis except in the instance

dealing with the relationship between freedom and equality,

no. general conclusions can be reached concerning the impact

of such courses offered under the conditions of this study.

From the standpoint of statistical convention and logic,

failure to reject a null hypothesis does not provide evi-

dence for its acceptance. It is retained for further test-

ing.

This study explored the potential impact of vari-

ables which might influence a student's demonstration of

democratic attitudes as measured by the SDA and its sub-

scales. While the results of the study would not allow

the rejection of the null hypothesis dealing with group

membership and time of testing, other variables appeared

to be influential. Table 2 8 shows that university grade

point average was most often significant. This would in-

dicate that students with a high grade point average are
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more likely to demonstrate democratic attitudes than stu-

dents with a low grade point average. An exception to

this is found in the area . of economic equality. GPA made

a significant inverse contribution to scores on the sub-

scale of Economic Equality (EE) . This indicates that stu-

dents with high grade point averages are less inclined to

support economic equality. Social class (SES) also made a

significant negative contribution to EE. Its contribution

remained when using both complete and adjusted data, while

GPA did not enter in the latter instance. This would in-

dicate that the higher a student's social position the less

likely he or she is to support economic equality. The stu-

dent's age also showed significant inverse relationship to

EE when using adjusted data. This would indicate that the

older a student is, the less likely he or she is to support

economic equality. However, age showed a significant posi-

tive relationship with scores on the Subscale of Social

and Ethnic Equality. This would indicate that older stu-

dents are more inclined to support social and ethnic equality,

The results of this study indicate that democratic

attitudes are affected by university grade point average,

social class and age. While these three variables are sig-

nificant, their contribution may not be particularly mean-

ingful for educational decision makers. Coefficients of de-

termination values show that their combined contribution

did not explain more than 8.03 percent of the variance in
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test scores. Also the nature of these variables makes

them virtually nonmanipulatable by policy makers and

teachers.

The study explored variables which might affect

the flexibility or openness of the student's belief system.

The Dogmatism Scale (DOG) was used to measure this. As

noted above neither group membership nor time of testing

were significant variables. However, Table 2 8 shows that

GPA was significant using both complete and adjusted data.

This suggests that the higher a student's university grade

point average the more likely he or^ she is to be rigid,

closed, or inflexible in beliefs. Sex membership also made

a significant contribution using complete data only. This

indicates that male students are more likely to be dogmatic

in their beliefs than female students. These variables

combined explained no more than 12.09 percent of the vari-

ance in test scores.

Social class and sex were significant variables in

explaining scores on the Personal Beliefs Inventory (FBI)

using adjusted data. These findings indicate that students

whose social class positions are higher and who are male

are more likely to display a rational, scientific orientation

than are students whose social class positions are low

and who are female.

Neither group membership nor time of testing en-

tered together as significant variables in explaining
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Teacher Practices Inventory (TPI) scores. Group member-

ship did enter by itself in the analysis using complete

data as did time of testing in the analysis using adjusted

data. These results along with a significant interaction

between experimental group membership and pretesting did

not provide evidence which would allow the rejection of

the null hypothesis. However, university grade point aver-

age was shown to be a significant variable using both com-

plete and adjusted data. This indicates that students with

higher grade point averages are more likely to support ex-

perimentalist educational practices.

No conclusions are warranted with regard to experi-

mental group membership and the integration of general and

specific beliefs. The study was unable to reject the null

hypothesis in its comparison of coefficients of correlation

between General Statements on Freedom of Speech and Spe-

cific Application of Freedom of Speech and Procedural Rights

The Value Ranking Test was used to examine the

influence of experimental group membership on the student's

ability to understand the relationship between the values

of freedom and equality. The results noted above would

seem to allow the cautious and tentative conclusion that

the null hypothesis may be rejected. More confidence could

be allowed if experimental pretest and posttest correlation

coefficients were significantly different.
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To recapitulate, the following conclusions would

appear to be warranted by the results of this, study:

1. Students with higher university grade point averages

grade point averages

ity than students with

are more likely to demonstrate democratic attitudes

than students with lower university grade point aver-

ages .

2. Students with higher university

are less likely to support economic equality than stu-

dents with lower university grade point averages,

3. Students with a higher social class position are less

likely to support economic equalj

lower social class positions.

4. Older students are less likely to support economic

equality than younger students

5. Older students are more likely tc

ethnic equality than younger students

.

6. Students with higher university grade point averages

are more likely to be dogmatic in their beliefs than

students with lower university grade point averages.

7. Male students are more likely to be dogmatic in their

beliefs than female students.

8. Students with a higher social class position are more

likely to have a rational, scientific orientation than

students with a lower social class position.

9. Male students are more likely to have a rational, scien-

tific orientation than female students.

o support social and
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10. Students with higher university grade point averages

are more likely to support the experimentalist edu-

cational practices than students with lower university

grade point averages.

11. Students who have had an undergraduate social founda-

tions of education course appear to have a greater

understanding of the relationship between freedom

and equality than students who have not had such a

course

.

The sample used in this study should qualify any

conclusions that have been reached. It should be recalled

that data used in the study were gathered from undergraduate

courses in the College of Education at the University of

South Florida at Tampa and St. Petersburg, Florida. There-

fore, the external generalizability of any conclusion is

limited.

Another qualification may be seen in the smaller

size of the control group. As noted in Chapter III, the

control group was smaller than anticipated due to a viola-

tion of enrollment policy and class absences during post-

testing. During the academic term in which data were

gathered, students were concurrently enrolled in experi-

mental and control group classes. These students were

screened from the control group, thereby reducing its size.

Furthermore, the self-pacing feature of several control

group classes meant that students were absent from the
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posttesting session. In addition to this was the problem

of raissing data. A number of students failed to provide

complete or intelligible demographic data. Mean values

were used to adjust the data so that it could be used in

the analysis. Several differences are apparent in Table

2 8 between the analysis of complete data and the analysis

of adjusted data. This problem could have been reduced

or eliminated if individual answer sheets had been checked

when they were turned in to the investigator.

Implications

The implications of those conclusions dealing with

the influence of university grade point average, social

class, and age on democratic attitudes are several. The

results have suggested the conclusions that students with

higher university grade point averages are more likely to

demonstrate democratic attitudes in general with the ex-

ception of economic equality than students with lower grade

point averages. Furthermore, the results suggest that

students with a high social class position are less in-

clined to demonstrate support for economic equality than

students from a lower social class position. The same in-

verse relationship is seen between age and economic equality.

In order to explain these conclusions one might speculate

that high achieving students are more cognitively aware of

and personally accepting of democratic attitudes in general
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than their low achieving counterparts. However, just the

reverse is suggested by their responses dealing with eco-

nomic equality. These responses indicate that the students

may be motivated primarily by narrow self-interest in this

area. That is, higher status students, older students,

and higher achieving students may perceive it to be in

their interest to have a society where there is a measure

of ongoing economic inequality. The higher status and

older students may see this as a means to maintain their

currently advantageous position, while the high achieving

students may perceive greater personal opportunity and

potential reward in such a society. Of course, the reverse

would be so for low achieving and low status students.

Since these students may have responded in terms of self-

interest instead of an understanding and acceptance of

the principles and concepts of a democratic society, edu-

cators may find it fruitful to invest more effort in ex-

ploring the economic implications of a democratic society

with their students. Furthermore, future additional re-

search might focus closely on the notion of economic equality

since it appears to be controversial and able to discrim-

inate among students.

Age was also notable in its relationship to the

subscales on Social and Ethnic Equality. The results sug-

gested that older students are more likely to support

social and ethnic equality than younger students. This
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could be understood to be a reflection of the older stu-

dents having had more direct exposure to the civil rights

reforms of the 1960 's. As a result of this experience the

older students may have become more sensitive and accept-

ing of social and ethnic equality. This is highly specu-

lative. A more conservative implication of these findings

would be that younger students may continue to profit from

educational experience's in this area.

High achieving;! and male students were found to be

more dogmatic than lowjl achieving and female students. From

this it might be implied that the university tends to re-

ward those students who are dogmatic and inflexible in

their pursuit of success. It may also be noted that the

sexual distinction may be a result of traditional culture

definition of maleness. This same point may be made in

reference to the conclusion that male students are more

likely to have a rational scientific orientation than fe-

male students. It was also noted that students with a

higher social class position were more likely to have a

more rational, scientific orientation than lower class stu-

dents. From this one might imply that both female and

lower class students would benefit from education experi-

ences which are designed to produce such an orientation.

It was indicated that high achieving students were

more likely to support experimentalist educational practices

than low-achieving students. This might suggest that
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experimentalism was a major theme that all students had

been exposed to in their course work.

An advantage of stepwise multiple regression as a

statistical technique is that it not only provides a mea-

sure of significance, but it provides an indication of
i

meaningfulness . The variables discussed above were all

statistically significant. However, their meaningfulness

as indicated by their coefficient of determination values

2
(R ) ranged from .0224 to .1529. This means that the

amount of variance in test scores explained by these vari-
i

ables ranged from 2.24 percent to 15.29 percent. This

leaves a great deal of unexplained variance for which other

variables must account. The contribution of university

grade point average, social class, age and sex have been

significant, but not great. This indicates that these

variables ought to be included in this and future studies

of this sort, but their importance should not be over-

emphasized.

The results of the study indicated that students

in the experimental group had a significantly greater

ability to relate the values of freedom and equality than

did control group students. This conclusion was advanced

as tentative. The results were not clearcut. That is,

experimental group posttest r was significantly different

from control group posttest r while experimental pretest

and posttest r's were not. These findings are even more
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interesting in light of the failure to reject the null

hypothesis when using other instruments of the Likert

type. The significant results mentioned here were ob-

tained using the Value Ranking Test which was discussed

in Chapter III. Future research might be undertaken to

explore the efficacy of such relatively simply ranking de-

vices with the more complex Likert-type scales. Addition-

ally, future research would seem to be indicated to clarify

the ambiguity introduced: in obtaining significance with the

ranking device and the failure to reject the null when

using the Likert scales. Clarity here is further compli-

cated by reduced size of the control group as discussed

above

.

It is possible that the bulk of the measurement

undertaken in this study dealt with the level of basic

value in the individual subject which may not be susceptible

to change in a typical undergraduate course. This sug-

gests that future research might be undertaken to explore

the potential impact of college courses on attitudes and

beliefs that are related to specific issues and problems.

For example, social foundations of education may indeed

play a role in developing attitudes and beliefs about busing

to promote racial integration of schools or other current

educational issues. Issues such as busing are probable

fare in these courses and may provide a valid benchmark

for evaluation purposes. In addition, future studies might
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address not only the content of specific attitudes and be-

liefs on educational issues, but the processes by which

those attitudes and beliefs were formed. Such studies

might explore whether or not considerations of logic and

evidence were applied as well as the content of opinion

regarding educational policy. This, of course, would in-

volve the development pf appropriate instruments and ob-

servation techniques.

This study sought to evaluate the influence of an

undergraduate social foundations of education course as it

is typically offered without regard to variation in instruc-

tors or techniques of teaching. Further investigation might

be done to determine whether or not certain methods are

more effective than others in promoting affective change in

students. Also, in reference to procedure, it should be

noted that the courses under study were all offered under

the relatively brief quarter system. Future research might

investigate whether or not a longer academic term is more

effective in promoting change.

To reiterate, the major implications of this study

are:

1. The independent variables of university grade point

average, social class, age and sex should be included

in studies of affective change in university students.

2. Future research should investigate the concept of

economic equality.
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3. Future research should investigate the relative effic-

acy of ranking devices and Likert-type scales.

4. Future research should investigate the impact of social

foundations of education courses on attitudes and be-

liefs about specific educational issues.

5. Future research should investigate the impact of social

foundations of education courses on the processes used
. i . .

,

in the formation of attitudes jand beliefs.

6. Future research should investigate variations in methods

and procedures used in social foundations of education

courses and their relationship to affective change.

The results of this study do not permit a conclusive

assessment of social foundations courses. Rather, the

benefit of this study may be seen in its implications for

future empirical research. Hopefully such studies will be

done and will lead to the improvement of this vital field.
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APPENDIX A

THE PERSONAL OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE

The Personal Opinion Questionniare contains ran-

domly distributed items of the Scale of Democratic Atti-

tudes with subscales and the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.

Particular items are indicated below:

Scale of Democratic Attitudes (SDA) . Composed of subscales

below:
|

Procedural Agreements of Democracy (PAD): 3, 41,
35, 24, 16, 5,^84, 46, 54, 39, 72, 1.

General Statements on Freedom of Speech (GSFS)

:

9, 26, 23, 58, 13, 17, 74, 50.

Specific Application of Freedom of Speech and
Procedural Rights (SAF) : 63, 48, 65, 21, 60,
7, 83, 87, 4.

Political Equality (PE) : 27, 79, 19, 52, 49.

Social and Ethnic Equality (SEE) : 8, 66, 55, 62,
42.

Economic Equality (EE) : 75, 30, 82, 82, 44.

Dogmatism Scale

20
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The Personal Opinion Questionnaire is part of a

study which should increase our understanding of the

students and courses in the College of Education. Your

participation will be very helpful. Your responses will

be held in the strictest confidence and will in no way

affect your grade in this course.

The Personal Opinion Questionnaire involves per-

sonal and social questions. There are no "right" or

"wrong" answers to any of these questions, in the sense

that people have many different points of view about these

questions. We want to know only what you yourself believe

about such things.

PLEASE ANSWER EVERY ITEM . There are no time

limits. However, do not spend a lot of time puzzling over

responses to items which may give you pause. Your first

or immediate reaction is what we want.

Turn to the next page and provide the requested

information on the back of the answer sheet. Then complete

the Personal Opinion Questionnaire' by marking the answer

sheet.

Your cooperation is sincerely appreciated. Thank

you.

For each statement mark the answer sheet according
to how much you agree or disagree with it. Please mark
every one.
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Mark 1, 2, 3, or 4, 5, 6, depending on how you
feel in each case.

I AGREE VERY MUCH 4

I AGREE ON THE WHOLE 5

I AGREE A LITTLE 6

I DISAGREE A LITTLE
I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
I DISAGREE VERY MUCH

Specific items and their order were as follows:

1. The true American way pf life is disappearing
so fast that we may have to use force to save
it.

2. A man who does not believe in some great cause
has not really lived.

,

3. There are times when itj,almost seems better for
the people to take the| law into their own hands
rather than wait for the machinery of govern-
ment to act.

!

4. In dealing with dangerous enemies like the
Communists, we can't afford to depend on the
courts, the laws and their slow and unreliable
methods.

|
I

5. Almost any unfairness or brutality may have to
be justified when some great purpose is being
carried out.

;

I

6. There are two kinds of people in this world:
those who are for the truth and those who are
against the truth. I

7. If a person is convicted of a crime by illegal
evidence, he should be set free and the evidence
thrown out of court.

8. We have to teach children that all men are
created equal but almost everyone knows that
some are better than Others.

9. People who hate our way of life should still
have a chance to talk and be heard.

10. It is only natural that a person would have a
much better acquaintance with ideas he believes
in than with ideas he opposes.

11. A person who thinks primarily of his own happi-
ness is beneath contempt.
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12. In the long run the best way to live is to
pick friends and associates whose tastes and
beliefs are the same as one's own.

13. You can't really be sure whether an opinion
is true or not unless people are free to argue
against it.

14. Even though freedom of speech for all groups
is a worthwhile goal, it is unfortunately nec-
essary to restrict the freedom of certain poli-
tical groups.

15. In a discussion I often find it necessary to
repeat myself several times to make sure I

am being understood.

16. I don't mind a politician's methods if he manages
to get the right things done.

17. Unless there is freedom for many points of view
to be presented, there is; little chance that
the truth can ever be known.

18. Unfortunately, a good many people with whom I

have discussed important social and moral
problems don't really understand what's going
on. ;

19. "Issues" and "arguments" are beyond the under-
standing of most voters,

j

20. There is so much to be done and so little time
to do it in.

21. VJhen the country is in great danger we might
have to force people to testify against them-
selves even if it violates their rights.

22. It is only when a person devotes himself to
an ideal or cause that life becomes meaningful.

23. I believe in free speech for all no matter what
their views might be.

24. If congressional committees stuck strictly to
the rules and gave every witness his rights,
they would never succeed in exposing the many
dangerous subversives they have turned up.
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25. Most people just don't gave a "damn" for
others.

26. No matter what a person's political beliefs
are, he is entitled to the same legal rights
and protections as anyone else.

27. The main trouble with democracy is that most
people don't really know what's best for them.

28. The United States and Russia have just about
nothing in common.

29. A group which tolerates too much difference
of opinion among its own members cannot exist
for long.

30. Every person should have a good house, even
if the government has to build it for him.

31. To compromise with our political opponents is
dangerous because it usually leads to the
betrayal of our own side.

32. The government ought to make sure that every-
one has a good standard of living.

33. The highest form of government is a democracy
and the highest form of democracy is a govern-
ment run by those who are most intelligent.

34. If a man is to accomplish his mission in life
it is sometimes necessary to gamble "all or
nothing at all."

35. We might as well make up our minds that in order
to make the world better a lot of innocent
people will have to suffer.

36. I'd like it if I could find someone who would
tell me how to solve my personal problems.

37. In the history of mankind there have probably
been just a handful of really great thinkers.

38. My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly
refuses to admit he's wrong.

39. Very few politicians have clean records, so
why get excited about the midslinging that
sometimes goes on.
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41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.
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The main thing in life is for a person to want
to do something important.

The majority has the right to abolish minorities
if it wants to.

The trouble with lettingi certain minority groups
into a nice neighborhood! is that they gradually
give it their own atmosphere.

There are a numberj of people I have come to
hate because of the things they stand for.

There will always be poverty, so people might
as well get used to the iidea.

If given the chance I would do something of
great benefit to the world.

People ought to bei allowed to vote even if they
can't do so intelligently.

Man on his own is a helpless and miserable
creature.

A man oughtn't to be allowed to speak if he
doesn't know what he's talking about.

It will always be necessary to have a few
strong, able people actually running everything.

!

Freedom of conscience should mean freedom to
be an atheist as well as freedom to worship in
the church of one' s choice.

Fundamentally, the world we live in is a pretty
lonesome place.

Most people don't
their own leaders

have enough sense to pick
wisely.

Most people just don't know what's good for them.

To bring about great changes for the benefit of
mankind often requires cruelty and even ruth-
lessness. :

55. Regardless of what some people say, there are
certain races in the world that just won't mix
with Americans. 1
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56. The worst crime a person could commit is to
attack publicly the people who believe in the
same thing he does.

It is better to be a dead hero than to be a
live coward.

58. Nobody has a right: to tell another person what
he should and should not read.

I

59. Once I get wound up in a heated discussion I

just can't stop.

60,

61,

62

No matter what crime a person is accused of, he
should never be convicted unless he has been
given the right toi face and question his accusers.

It is only natural for a
fearful of the future.

person to be rather

When it comes to the things that count most,
all races are certainly not equal.

63. Freedom does not give anyone the right to teach
foreign ideas in our schools.

64. In times like these it is often necessary to be
more on guard against ideas put out by people
or groups in one's own camp than by those in
the opposing camp.j

I
.

'

65. A book that contains wrong political views can-
not be a good book and does not deserve to be
published. j

I

'

I

66. Just as is true of fine race horses, some breeds
of people are just naturally better than others.

67. A person who gets jenthusiastic about too many
causes is likely t^o be a pretty "wishy-washy"
sort of person. '

68. The present is all too often full of unhappi-
ness. It is only jthe future that counts.

69. In a heated discussion I generally become so
absorbed in what I am going to say that I for-
get to listen to what the others are saying.

70. While I don ' t like to admit this even to myself,
my secret ambition is to become a great man,
like Einstein or Beethoven or Shakespeare.
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71,

72,

73,

74,

75,

76

77.

79.

80.

It is often desira'ble to reserve judgment about
what's going on until one has had a chance to
hear the opinions lof those one respects.

i

It is all right to get around the law if you
don't actually break it.

When it comes to d.ifferences of opinion in
religion we must be careful not to compromise
with those who beilieve differently from the
way we do. \

I would not trust
what opinions can
must be silenced.

any person or group to decide
be freely expressed and what

Labor does not get its fair share of what it
produces . [

*

: I

In times like these, a person must be pretty
selfish if he considers primarily his own
happiness. 1

: j-

Of all the different philosophies which exist
in this world there is probably only one which
is correct.

In this complicated world of ours the only way
we can know what's going on is to rely on
leaders or experts who can be trusted.

Few people really know what is in their own
best interest in the long run.

Most of the ideas which get printed nowadays
aren't worth the paper they are printed on.

Any person who. hides behind the laws when he
is questioned about his activities doesn't de-
serve much consideration.

82. I think the government, should give a person
work if he can't find another job.

83. If someone is suspected of treason or other
serious crimes, he shouldn't be entitled to be
let out on bail.

84. Politicians have to cut a few corners if they
are going to get anywhere.



APPENDIX B

THE VALUE RANKING TEST

Instructions: Below are 18 values listed in alphabetical
order. Please rank each value from 1 to 18
according to its importance to you. A
ranking of 1 would indicate the value most
important to you.

A COMFORTABLE LIFE (a prosperous life)

AN EXCITING LIFE (a ' stimulating, active
life)

A SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT (lasting contri-
bution)

A WORLD AT PEACE (free of war and conflict)

A WORLD OF BEAUTY (beauty of nature and
the arts)

EQUALITY (brotherhood, equal opportunity
for all)

FAMILY SECURITY (taking care of loved ones)

FREEDOM (independence, free choice)

HAPPINESS (contentedness)

INNER HARMONY (freedom from inner conflict)

sexual" and spiritual intimacy)

RITYi (protection from attack)

enjoyable, leisurely life)

MATURE LOVE
(

NATIONAL SECL

PLEASURE (an

SALVATION (saved, eternal life)

SELF-RESPECT (self-esteem)

SOCIAL RECOGNITION (respect, admiration)

119
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TRUE FRIENDSHIP (close companionship)

WISDOM (a mature understanding of life)



APPENDIX C

THE PERSONAL BELIEFS
THE TEACHER PIlACTICElS

Instructions were as f

This questionnaire is

increase our understanding of

the College of Education. Your participation will be very-

helpful. Your responses will

fidence and will in no way aff

INVENTORY (PBI) AND
INVENTORY (TPI)

ollows:

part o|f a study which should

the students and courses in

be held in the strictest con-

ect your grade in this course.

This questionnaire has three sections: the Personal

Beliefs Inventory involves basic philosophical questions,

the Teacher Practices Inventory involves educational ques-

tions and the Value Ranking Test involves the relative

importance of certain values,

"WRONG" ANSWERS TO ANY OF THESE QUESTIONS. People have

legitimately different points

We want to know only what you

things.

ANSWER EVERY ITEM FOR

are no time limits. However,

THERE ARE NO "RIGHT" OR

of view about these questions,

yourself believe about such

ALL THREE SECTIONS . There,

do not spend, a lot of time

puzzling over responses to items which may give you pause.

Your first or immediate reaction is what we want.

121



Turn to the next page

information on the back of the

122

and provide the requested

answer sheet. Do the Per-
I

sonal Beliefs Inventory and the Teacher Practices Inventory

on the answer sheet. The Value Ranking Test should be com-

pleted last by marking the test itself,

Your cooperation is sincerely appreciated. Thank

you.

For each statement mark the answer sheet according

to how much you agree or disagree with it. Please mark

every one.

Mark 1, 2, 4 or 4, 5,

in each case.

6, depending on how you feel

I AGREE VERY MUCH
I AGREE ON THE VmOLE
I AGREE A LITTLE

Specific items on the

their order were as follows:

1. Change is a basic

4: I DISAGREE A LITTLE
5: I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
6. I DISAGREE VERY MUCH

Personal Beliefs Inventory and

characteristic of nature,
and man has some measures of control over this
change by using his intelligence.

Knowledge is truth to be accepted, held and
treasured for its own sake.

A statement of fact may be both true and untrue
depending on the standpoints and conditions of
the observations.

.

I

'.^

To know something
1
is to know the innver nature

of things, i.e., as they really are prior to
investigation

.

Man doesn't have a "spirit" which is separable
from his body and the material world.
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Questions of value and moral judgment ought to
be open to experimentation and scientific in-
quiry.

All "truths" are relative.

Man gains knowledge by having things impressed
upon his mind. '

Truth exists ready-made somewhere; the task of
the scholar is to find it.

14

15,

16,

17

18

19,

20,

10. Practice is subordinate to knowledge, merely a
means to it.

11. Learning is an application of mental powers to
things to be known,

12. Man's destiny is in the hands of a supernatural
power

.

13. The mind is group of "contents" which come from
having certain material presented to it.

"Mind" is purely intellectual and cognitive;
bodily activity is an irrelevant and intruding
physical factor.

The ends and laws
conduct have been

which should regulate human
determined by the superior

intelligence of an ultimate Being

Knowledge is the sum total of what is known, as
that is handed down by books and learned men.

What something may be when totally independent
of any observer or frame of reference is a
scientifically meaningless question.

The mind is formed from without, as one molds
and shapes a piece of clay.

Man's primitive impulses are neither good nor
evil, but become one or the other according to
the objects for which they are employed.

There is no spiritual realm which lies beyond
man's experience in the natural world.



22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.
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21. What is morally right and wrong ought to be
decided on warranted evidence—the findings of
empirical science.

Knowledge is the result of theoretical insight
on the part of scholars,

There can be no final, absolute ends to which
all men aspire.

The mind turns outiward to truth; the emotions
turn inward to considerations of personal ad-
vantage and loss.

The use of the scientific method can be extended
to solve the problems of men in the area of
values and moral judgments.

Man is capable of
an understandable
world.

managing his own destiny in
and predictable natural

The mind possesses faculties for remembering,
imagining, reasoning, willing, and so forth,
which are developed by exercise and discipline.

What is right and good at one time and place may
not be right and good for all times and places.

You can never prove that any fact is uncondi-
tionally true.

The senses and muscles are merely external in-
lets and outlets of the mind.

I

Man's destiny is determined by circumstances
of nature which are beyond his control.

i

Knowledge is artificial and ineffective in the
degree in which ii. is merely presented as truth
to be acquired and possessed for its own sake.

Man's choices are good only if they prove suc-
cessful in helping him live with some degree of
security and equilibrium in the world of nature,

Reaching a condition in which there were no
more problems would be the ideal life.
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35. In the absence of ia moral code supported by-

absolute authority, bodily appetite and passion
overpowers intelligence.

36. Questions of value and moral judgment ought to
be open to experimentation.

37. Learning is the sum of impressions made on the
mind as a result of presentation of the material
to be known.

38. Nothing is or can
certain.

be unchanging, absolutely

39. The nature of a thing is; determined by what it
does, or can be used for'; it is what it becomes
with intelligent use.

40. Questions of values and morals should be taken
out of their traditional supernatural setting
and put in a naturalistic setting.

Specific items on the Teacher Practices Inventory

and their order were as follows:

41. Gives students opportunity to select facts and
information which

I they consider appropriate to
the question.

42. Usually has all students working on the same
page of the same book at the same time.

I

43. Makes students emphatically aware that they are
here to study and i learn.

44. Once work has begun, insists that students re-
main in their places and concentrate on the task
at hand.

45. Asks the kind of questions that students should
be able to answer if they have studied the les-
son.

46. Makes a direct presentation of the subject mat-
ter to be covered;

47. Permits students to go ahead with plans based
on foresight, observation, and consideration of
several alternatives—even when sure their judg-
ment is mistaken.
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48. Makes "doing something" with a thing, rather
than the thing itself, the center of students'
attention.

49. Focuses attention on what the students do or
say, rather than on what the teacher does or
says.

50. Makes the acquisition of knowledge and skills
the center of students' attention and effort.

51. Has students compare the value of alternative
courses of action and pass judgment on their
relative desirability.

52. When one student fails to answer a question,
asks another student to supply the correct
answer.

53. Encourages students to suggest what might be
done—to make "hypothetical leaps" into the un-
known or untested.

54. Encourages students to put their suggestions to
a test with such remarks as "You'll never know
unless you try it:

55. Tells students where to start and what to do
to accomplish the

I
task at hand.

56. Organizes learning around questions posed by
the teacher or the textbook.

57. Faithfully follows a planned schedule in order
to get in the number of minutes each week al-
lotted to each subject in the curriculum.

58. Gives students a wide choice in how they answer
questions.

59. Provides a model to show students exactly what
their work should be like; when it is finished.

60. Gives students a free rein in devising and in-
venting proposals for what might be done to
clear up troublesome situations.

61. Engages students in dramatizations, music, art,
and other creative activities.
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62. Uses a set standard to judge the work of all
students in the class.

63. Insists the students face up to the realities
of unpleasant predicaments and plights they
get themselves into.

64. Accepts material in the approved texttook as
a reliable measure for the appropriateness of
information brought in by students from other
sources.

65. Lets students become involved in ugly or dis-
tressing aspects of subjects.

66. Frequently asks students to choose among several
alternatives.

67. Sticks to questions which can be answered by
looking in the textbook or other references
readily available 1 in the school.

i

68. Limits physical activities to the gym or the
playground. i

69. Asks students to work on itheir own problems,
rather than something made a problem only for
the purpose of conveying jinstruction in some
school subject.

j
i

70. Gives students a chance to discover by exper-
iencing actual effects whether their choice of
this rather than ihat idea was a judicious one.

i

71. Urges students to
i

put everyday things to uses
which have not occurred to others.

72. Gives students a number of starting places and
a number of different ways of getting at what
is to be done.

[

73. Provides approximately the same materials for
each student in the class.

i

74. Shows students the most economical and efficient
way to get a job done, and expects them to do
it pretty much that way.

75. Allows students to move freely about the room
while engaged in purposeful activity.
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76. Quickly tells students whether their answers
are "right" or "wrong."

77. Calls for the undivided attention of the group
and scolds those who so not respond.

78. Asks the students |to help decide when questions
have been satisfactorily janswered.

79. Encourages students to adventure into "deep
water," to tackle tprobleims that appear to be
"over their heads.'" I

80. Motivates students to greater intellectual ef-
fort by rewarding

I

them with grades, marks,
prizes or privileges. i
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